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Easter Monday 
April 24th
1100: Approximately

1,200 Volunteers
(including 200
Citizen Army)
assemble at
Liberty Hall.

1200: Patrick Pearse
and the HQ group
of 150 arrive at
GPO. Pearse
reads the
Proclamation
from the steps of
the GPO.

1500: A troop of cavalry
ride down
Sackville Street
(O’Connell Street)
and incur several
casualties when
fired on by
insurgents from
the GPO

Monday evening:
Insurgent posi-
tions established
throughout the
city, including the
Four Courts, St
Stephen’s Green,
the South Dublin
Union (now St
James’ Hospital),
Boland’s Bakery,
Jacobs and Mount
Street Bridge.

Tuesday 
April 25th 
Dawn: Overnight,

troops in the
Curragh and
Belfast are
mobilised and
sent to Dublin.
Reinforcements

are sent from
England. By early
morning the insur-
gents are already
outnumbered four
to one. British
troops occupy the
Shelbourne Hotel,
overlooking insur-
gent positions in
St Stephen’s
Green and open
fire on the rebels
at first light.

Early morning:
Insurgents in St
Stephen’s Green
take several casu-
alties and are
forced to evacuate
their positions.
The garrison
moves to the near-
by College of
Surgeons.

1130: General Lowe
declares martial
law.

Evening: British forces
spend the day
assessing the
insurgents’ posi-
tions and
strength. Artillery
is sent for in order
to shell the rebel
positions.

Wednesday 
April 26th
Morning: The gunship

Helga, moored
close to the
Customs House,
begins to shell the
deserted Liberty
Hall, which the
British mistakenly

think is manned by
insurgents.

Afternoon: Heavy fight-
ing continues
throughout the city.
British reinforce-
ments flow in. One
such group, the
Sherwood
Forresters, try to
take insurgent
positions around
Mount Street
Bridge and incur
the heaviest casu-
alties of the
week’s fighting.

Thursday 
April 27th
The British cordon
around the GPO and
the Four Courts is
tightened. The GPO
and much of Sackville
Street are under con-
tinuous artillery bom-
bardment. James
Connolly is wounded
while supervising the
construction of a 
barricade. Fighting con-
tinues throughout the
city.

Friday 
April 28th
Morning: Much of the

GPO is on fire and
badly damaged.
The insurgents
evacuate the
building in groups.
Pearse and
Connolly, the lat-
ter on a stretcher,
are among the last
group to leave and
move to a grocer’s

shop in Moore
Street.

Afternoon: General
Maxwell arrives in
Ireland at 2pm and
takes command of
the British forces.
He issues a decla-
ration promising
tough action
against the insur-
gents. Heavy
street fighting con-
tinues, particularly
heavy in the North
King Street area.

Saturday 
April 29th
Morning: Insurgent

leaders agree that
the situation is
hopeless and sur-
render is the only
option to save the
lives of Volunteers
and citizens of
Dublin.

1245: Nurse Elizabeth
O’Farrell emerges
from insurgent HQ
in Moore Street
under a flag of
truce and is
brought to
General Lowe to
tell him of the
insurgents’ inten-
tions.

1430: Pearse, accom-
panied by
O’Farrell, meets
with General
Lowe in Henry
Street to accept
the insurgents’
unconditional 
surrender.
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Sackville Street (now O’Connell Street)
in flames during the rising.
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marks the coming together of the leaders of the
Republican and Labour movements, Pearse and
Connolly, to proclaim a free Irish Republic in which
the egalitarian ideal was central. 

The Volunteers of 1916 fought against over-
whelming military odds in their struggle to establish
our right to self-determination. Their leaders, in 
particular the seven signatories of the
Proclamation, gave their lives for an ideal. 
This ideal was enshrined in the Proclamation, the
visionary document that became the charter for
Irish freedom.

Our commemorations do more than just recall
and recognise the events of Easter week – we 
honour and remember what it inspired – our inde-
pendence and freedom. In doing that we pay tribute
to both the statesmen who founded the Free State,
as well as those who stood by the Republic. We
recognise that they were all patriots, they all
shared the same objective: Irish freedom and sov-
ereignty. 

As we prepare for the centenary we will continue
to mark, in the most inclusive possible manner, the
passage into history of both the great achievements
and deep wounds associated with our transition to
political independence. 

Over the coming years the scope of the 1916
commemorations will expand to include a range of
cultural, academic and societal events. However,
the role of our Defence Forces – Óglaigh na 
hÉireann – the successors to the Irish Volunteers,
will remain central.■

L
ast May, I had the pleasure of reviewing the
members of the 93rd infantry battalion who were
then leaving for duty with the United Missions in
Liberia. During the course of my speech on that

day I said: “The men and women of 1916 fought for
the right of self determination for the people of
Ireland. How proud they would be to see their suc-
cessor generations protecting the peoples of other
small nations and helping them to achieve the
peace and freedom we ourselves long sought.”

This is the spirit behind the march past the GPO
by Óglaigh na hÉireann – the Defence Forces. The
parade will reflect how your role has evolved, partic-
ularly your significant contribution to United
Nations peacekeeping. 

Since 1958 you and your predecessors have
served, across the globe, as Ambassadors for
Ireland. Your courage, your dedication and unselfish
humanity is very much what the authors of the 1916
Proclamation would have envisaged for their suc-
cessors.

The 90th anniversary is an appropriate and suit-
able point to commence planning for the centenary
commemorations of 1916. The Government has re-
instated the military parade as an expression of our
pride, as a nation, in all those who took part in the
Rising and the subsequent War of Independence. 

We do not commemorate the events of 1916 to
bolster a particular reading of history. We commem-
orate it to advance a greater understanding of the
period as a whole. 

Our State has its roots in Easter Week 1916. It
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Message from the 
Minister for Defence
Mr Willie O’Dea, TD

Minister for Defence, Mr Willie
O’Dea TD, inspects members of
the Defence Forces bound for
service with UNMIL in Liberia.
Photo: Armn Billy Galligan



Mount Street Bridge area, dispatched home two
Volunteers because of how young they were. You will
also read of how a party of British soldiers buried the
remains of the same Lieut some days later and
arranged for a priest to officiate at the burial.

Professional soldiers must have professional
standards and in today’s world, where our peace sup-
port operations are carried out more and more in
intra state civil war situations, the challenge is even
greater.  Today’s peacekeeper must be fully versed in
the Laws of Armed conflict and International Human
Rights Law and be imbued with the moral responsi-
bility to act accordingly, no matter what the circum-
stances or provocation.

Today the men and women of Óglaigh na hÉireann
must strive to fulfil the lofty and noble ideals of the
Volunteers of 1916 and of the peacekeepers who
down the years have served in some of the worlds
most troubled areas with great distinction.

So as we march down O’Connell Street this
Easter Sunday we do so in a spirit of remembrance
and respect to those who have gone before us, and
in thanks and appreciation to the people of Ireland
who have given us their support and encourage-
ment down through the years, and in the spirit of
spreading and fulfilling the ideals of the
Proclamation – of religious and civil liberty, of
equal rights and equal opportunities at home and
far beyond these shores.

Ar an ócáid speisialta seo ba mhaith liom mo
bhuíochas a ghabháil agus comhghairdeachas a
dhéanamh le gach ball d’Óglaigh na hÉireann agus
leo siúd atá imithe romhainn. Gabhaim buíochas
speisialtla leis an Éagarthóir agus leo siúd ar fad a
scríobh altanna san eagrán speisialta seo do
An Cosantóir. ■

I
n 1966 as a young Lieutenant I was a member of the
Colour Party that lead the military parade down
O’Connell Street as part of the 50th commemora-
tion ceremonies of 1916.  On 16 April I will have the

honour of serving as Chief of Staff of Óglaigh na
hÉireann as we once again parade down O’Connell
Street, this time as part of the 90th commemoration
ceremonies.

Óglaigh na hÉireann, the Defence Forces, consist-
ing of the Army, Air Corps, Naval Service and
Reserve have their genesis in the Irish Volunteers
formed in 1913 and consequently in the events of
Easter Week 1916.

The way in which the Volunteers of 1916 conduct-
ed their military operations played an important part
in winning the hearts and minds of the people of
Dublin and of the rest of the country for their cause.
It is my belief that we the Defence Forces have main-
tained that high regard through the manner in which
we have discharged our duties since the momentous
events of ninety years ago.

I see the Military Parade of Easter Sunday as an
opportunity to deepen our connection with the peo-
ple of this country and to express our thanks, through
military ceremonial, for their wonderful support down
through the years.

The Armed Forces of a democracy can only suc-
ceed in their mission when they command the sup-
port and respect of the people that they serve.  This
must never be taken for granted. Our Defence Forces
have earned this support and respect by giving to
this country the stability that has enabled it to take
its place in the democratic world.

The men and women of 1916 had high standards
and you will read in the pages that follow how Lieut
Michael Malone, when deploying his forces in the
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Message from the 
Chief of Staff
Lt Gen Jim Sreenan

Lt Gen Jim Sreenan (Chief of
Staff) inspects an Honour
Guard from 4 Inf Bn during a
visit to Collins Bks, Cork
recently.



Irish Volunteers parade at the
funeral of the civilians shot dead
at Batchelors Walk, Dublin, 1914.

The prospect of
finally obtaining an
Irish parliament was
welcomed by the
majority nationalist
population but bit-
terly opposed by
Ulster unionists. So
vehement was their
opposition that on
28 September 1912,
250,000 unionists
gathered at Belfast’s
City Hall and signed
the ‘Solemn League
and Covenant’ pledg-
ing to resist Home
Rule, with some even
signing in their own
blood.

instead to politics, supporting the Home Rule move-
ment and the Land League, and infiltrating organisa-
tions such as the Gaelic League and the GAA.
However, in 1898 the centenary celebrations of the 1798
Rebellion generated a new wave of enthusiasm for the
movement resulting in an influx new recruits, the most
notable of whom was Bulmer Hobson.

Hobson, a Quaker from County Down, became a
member of the IRB’s Supreme Council and in October
1913 he put forward the view that while the emergence
of the UVF was threatening it nevertheless provided
an ideal opportunity for nationalist Ireland to assert
herself by establishing a similar organisation. 

Recognising that the IRB could not be seen as the
driving force behind any such development, Hobson
decided to seek out a respected figure in Irish society
to become the focal point of the new movement. In
November one emerged in the person of Eoin
MacNeill, Professor of Early and Medieval Irish History
at University College Dublin.3 In an article entitled The
North Began, published in An Claidheamh Soluis (The
Sword of Light) on 1 November 1913, MacNeill had wel-
comed the advent of the Ulster Volunteers, stating that
there was now nothing to prevent the other twenty-
eight counties from calling into existence citizen
forces to "hold Ireland for the Empire."

He went on to say that it was precisely with this
object in mind that the Volunteers of 1782 had enrolled
and they subsequently became an instrument that
established self-government and prosperity. 

Satisfied that he had identified the correct leader
for the new organisation Hobson next met with
Michael O'Rahilly4, the editor of An Claidheamh Soluis,
and together they approached MacNeill to discuss the
possibility of forming a Nationalist volunteer force.

"I had no doubt that both these men came to me
from the old physical force party whose organisation
was the IRB," MacNeill later recalled. "I also had little
doubt of the part I was expected to play"5.

Nevertheless he quickly came on board and togeth-
er with Hobson and O’Rahilly met with a small number

When Prime Minister Herbert Asquith introduced
the third Home Rule Bill in the House of
Commons on 11 April 1912 Ireland was plunged
into crisis. The prospect of finally obtaining an

Irish parliament was welcomed by the majority nation-
alist population but bitterly opposed by Ulster union-
ists. So vehement was their opposition that on 28
September 1912, 250,000 unionists gathered at
Belfast’s City Hall and signed the ‘Solemn League and
Covenant’ pledging to resist Home Rule, with some
even signing in their own blood. Then, on 31 January
1913 James Craig and Sir Edward Carson formed the
Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF), an organisation dedicat-
ed to resisting Home Rule by force of arms if neces-
sary. Led by ex-British army officers and backed for
the most part by business interests and the landed
gentry, the UVF received considerable funds from sup-
porters in England1 and in July 1913 Sir George
Richardson was appointed it’s first commander.

On 7 September 1913, Carson informed a huge
parade at Newry that the day Home Rule was made
law the UVF would in turn become "the Army of Ulster
under an Ulster Provisional Government." By year’s
end the organisation’s strength had increased to near-
ly 100,000. In the context of a country already gar-
risoned by the British army, and policed by thousands
of armed members of the Royal Irish Constabulary
(RIC), the emergence of the UVF was the first step on
a perilous road to the militarisation of Irish society. 

Against this political and military backdrop a signif-
icant majority of Irish nationalists became seriously
alarmed, while others viewed developments in Ulster
as an opportunity to pursue their own agendas. Chief
amongst the latter was the Irish Republican
Brotherhood (IRB). Established in Dublin on 17 March
1858 by James Stephens with funds sent from the
United States by John O’Mahony2 the IRB was a
secret, oath-bound organisation dedicated to estab-
lishing an independent Irish Republic by force of arms.

In the wake of the failed 1867 Rising numbers had
declined significantly and the IRB leadership turned
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Bulmer Hobson

James Connolly

and drilling twice a week at Croydon Park, Fairview, the
Citizen’s Army was unique in that from the outset
women were allowed to join – one of the first of whom
was Countess Constance Markievicz, founder of
Fianna Éireann8, and a prominent member of Inghinidhe
na hÉireann9. The next step on the road to militarisa-
tion had been taken with enthusiasm. 

Then on 25 November the public meeting organised
by the provisional committee to form a Nationalist vol-
unteer force took place at the Rotunda Rink. Interest
proved so great that a crowd of over 7,000, represent-
ing all shades of nationalist opinion, turned up.
Eventually 4,000 managed to squeeze into the Rink
while the remaining 3,000 crammed the Concert Room
and the adjacent gardens.

With MacNeill presiding, the main meeting was
addressed in turn by Patrick Pearse, Lawrence J Kettle10

and Michael Davitt11 while Seán T O’Kelly presided in
the Concert Hall and Hobson addressed those assem-
bled in the gardens. After the speeches the new mani-
festo of the Irish Volunteers was read out and adopted,
and enrolment forms were distributed amongst the
crowd, of whom 3,000 men enlisted on the spot.

During the following weeks a series of similar
meetings were held throughout the country and by
March 1914 Volunteer units had been established in vir-
tually every major town and city. With the strength of
the movement quickly reaching 27,000 the third step
towards militarisation had been accomplished with
relative ease. 

The Citizen’s Army was faring less well, due prima-
rily to the fact that Larkin and Connolly’s would-be foot
soldiers were now living in dire economic conditions
and more concerned with survival than pursuing any
lofty political aspirations. At year’s end several thou-
sand Dublin workers were faced with a clear choice –
either re-apply for work or starve. Not surprisingly the
vast majority chose the latter option and by February
1914 the lock out was over, which in turn resulted in a
dramatic fall off in membership of the Citizen’s Army.

In an effort to regenerate it Connolly called a public
meeting for Liberty Hall on 22 March at which a new
constitution, drafted by playwright Seán O’Casey, was
adopted. A new governing council was elected with
Captain White as Chairman and the force itself organ-
ised into three battalions: 1st (City) Battalion, 2nd
(North County) Battalion and 3rd (South County)
Battalion12. A rifle and revolver fund was established to
enable members to buy a weapon in weekly instal-
ments, and a uniform, consisting of a dark green tunic
and trousers, boots, puttees and a dark green felt
slouched hat pinned up on one side with the Red Hand
badge of the ITGWU, was approved and ordered from
Arnott’s Department Store in Henry St. 

Two events then occurred that were to have a sig-
nificant impact on the political situation in Ireland. On
21 March General Sir Herbert Gough, Officer
Commanding the 3rd Cavalry Brigade based in the
Curragh, telegraphed the War Office stating that he
and 57 officers would accept dismissal rather than
obey orders to impose Home Rule on Ulster. In
response the British government assured Gough that
under no circumstances would either he or his men be
deployed to Ulster. Buoyed by this development the
UVF then proceeded to successfully land 35,000
German rifles and five million rounds of ammunition at
Larne on 24/25 April without any interference from the
security forces.

Unsurprisingly, reaction amongst Nationalists was
swift and hundreds of new recruits rushed to join the
Irish Volunteers.

April 1914 also saw the formation of the first branch
of Cuman na mBan at a meeting held in Wynn’s Hotel.13

of like-minded nationalists in Wynn's Hotel, Lower
Abbey Street, Dublin, on Tuesday 11 November 1913 in
order to explore the possibility of organising a volun-
teer force.

That night a Provisional Committee6 was formed
and nine days later a letter was circulated to various
nationalist organisations informing them of a public
meeting to be held at the Rotuna Rink in Dublin at 8pm
on 25 November to form a volunteer force whose main
objective would be to "secure and maintain the rights
and liberties common to the whole people of Ireland".
The only question was whether Dubliners would
embrace such an organisation and make it work. 

By 1913 a protracted struggle had been ongoing for
four years between Dublin’s organised labour force,
led by James Larkin, and the Dublin Employer’s
Federation, led by William Martin Murphy. The root of
the problem was the foundation of Larkin’s Irish
Transport and General Workers Union (ITGWU) and
the situation came to a head during the summer of
1913 when Murphy called on all workers to withdraw
from the ITGWU or face dismissal. Dublin’s tram
divers immediately went on strike and thousands of
other workers came out in support. The Employers
Federation responded on 3 September by locking
25,000 people out of their jobs and clashes between
striking workers and the Dublin Metropolitan Police
quickly became commonplace. On 27 October when
Larkin was arrested and imprisoned, James Connolly
took over leadership of the union. 

A month later, on 13 November, when Larkin was
released Connolly organised a public rally outside
Liberty Hall at which he said: "The next time we are
out for a march I want to be accompanied by four bat-
talions of trained men. Why should we not drill and
train our men in Dublin as they are doing in Ulster?"
Ten days later Connolly, Larkin and Captain Jack
White DSO7 formed the Irish Citizen’s Army, with the
objective of providing union members with protection
from the police and the hired thugs contracted by the
Employers Federation.

Headquartered at Liberty Hall in Beresford Place,
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“The defenders of
this realm have
worked well in secret
and in the open.
They think they have
pacified Ireland; they
think they have fore-
seen everything; but
the fools, the fools,
the fools – they have
left us our Fenian
dead; and while
Ireland holds these
graves, Ireland
unfree shall never be
at peace.”

Pearse at the graveside 
of O’Donovan Rossa

But not everyone saw things the same way and
Redmond’s actions were immediately repudiated by
the Provisional Committee in Dublin. In response rank
and file Volunteers began to take differing positions
and before long a split had occurred in the movement.
The overwhelming majority, some 170,000 in all, sup-
ported Redmond and became known as the National
Volunteers. The minority, of whom there were about
12,000, remained loyal to the Provisional Committee
and retained the movement’s original title of the Irish
Volunteers – Óglaigh na hEireann16.

However, for the National Volunteers this victory
would be short lived. Instead of becoming a force to be
reckoned with in Ireland huge numbers enlisted in the
British Army where they served with great distinction
on the Western Front, fervently believing they were
adhering to the Volunteer ethos and doing their duty
"for the glory of God and the honour of Ireland"17.

For the Volunteers who chose not to follow
Redmond the prospect of rebuilding an entire organi-
sation was a daunting task and on 10 October 1914 a
special meeting of the Provisional Committee was
called. Eoin MacNeill was elected chairman and a new
constitution was approved setting out the objectives
once again:
• To secure and maintain the rights and liberties

common to all the peoples of Ireland.
• To train, discipline, and equip for this purpose an

Irish Volunteer Force which will render service to an
Irish National Government when such is estab-
lished.

• To unite in the service of Ireland Irishmen of every
creed and of every party and class.
Then in December a new general headquarters was

formed consisting of Eoin MacNeill, (Chief of Staff),
Patrick Pearse (Director of Organisation), Joseph
Plunkett (Director of Military Operations), Thomas
MacDonagh (Director of Training), The O’Rahilly

Although nominally independent this organisation
effectively acted as an auxiliary corps to the Irish
Volunteers and attracted women from across the
entire political and social spectrum. 

However the Irish Volunteers still remained in a
very difficult position politically, a matter of utmost
concern to MacNeill and Hobson. Unlike the UVF the
Irish Volunteers did not enjoy the support of a major
political party. From the beginning John Redmond and
his Irish Parliamentary Party viewed the Irish
Volunteers with deep suspicion. To rectify this
MacNeill commenced negotiations with Redmond,
who made it quite clear he considered the Provisional
Committee to be self-elected and unrepresentative of
wider nationalist opinion. In response MacNeill offered
to persuade the Provisional Committee to hold a con-
vention in the autumn to elect a new national executive
but Redmond argued that this time frame was too long
and talks broke down.

In a move calculated to break the deadlock
Redmond issued a press statement on 9 June arguing
that the Provisional Committee should be augmented
immediately with 25 Irish Party nominees from differ-
ent parts of the country, claiming that "the committee
so reconstituted would enjoy the confidence of all
nationalists".14The Provisional Committee immediate-
ly rejected Redmond’s proposal.

Four days later another letter appeared in the news-
papers accusing the Provisional Committee of being
‘self-constituted’ and stating that if Redmond’s pro-
posals were not accepted he would instruct his sup-
porters to withdraw their allegiance and establish a
new governing body of their own. Faced with the real
prospect of a split the Provisional Committee con-
vened an emergency meeting on 15 June and voted by
18 to nine to accept Redmond’s demand. 

An uneasy peace now descended on the Irish
Volunteers and with the addition of Redmond's nomi-
nees to the Committee many new recruits joined.
However, although the Irish Volunteers now numbered
in excess of 100,000 a serious shortage of arms and
ammunition existed throughout the country. This situa-
tion was alleviated somewhat on Sunday 26 July when
800 Volunteers assembled at Howth and successfully
unloaded a consignment of 900 Mauser rifles and
ammunition purchased in Germany and brought to
Ireland by Erskine Childers on his yacht, Asgard.
Within days the ‘Howth rifles’ were distributed
throughout the country and when more weapons were
brought ashore at Kilcoole in Wicklow the Volunteers
began the task of transforming themselves into a cred-
ible military organisation.

Then on 30 July 1914 international tension in
Europe, which had been growing since the assassina-
tion of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria on 28
June, finally came to a head when Germany declared
war on Russia. With the situation escalating, on 3
August John Redmond declared in the House of
Commons that the Irish Volunteers would be willing to
join arms with the Ulster Volunteers in order to defend
Ireland from aggression. The following day Britain
declared war on Germany.

On 18 September the Home Rule Bill was signed by
King George V and placed on the statute books,
although implementation was suspended until the end
of the war. Redmond had achieved his main political
objective and on 20 September he addressed a parade
of Volunteers at Woodenbridge, County Wicklow, and
called on them to take part in the war. He said that the
time had come for them to account for themselves as
men, "not only in Ireland itself, but wherever the firing
line extends, in defence of right, of freedom and reli-
gion in this war."15
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Initially it had been
hoped that the
Germans would send
an expeditionary
force to Ireland with
artillery and a large
quantity of arms and
ammunition. It was
also envisaged that
at least one subma-
rine would deploy
along the East coast
to prevent the
British landing 
reinforcements.

might launch their own rebellion first. If this happened
it was virtually certain the British authorities would
crush the entire Volunteer organisation and destroy
any short-term prospect of armed rebellion.

Meeting with Connolly on Sunday 16 January
MacNeill was shocked to discover that the Citizens
Army were actually on the verge of launching a military
operation. When this was relayed to Pearse the
Military Council decided to act. On 19 January two
armed men went to Liberty Hall and persuaded
Connolly to accompany them to a meeting of the
Military Council at a brick factory near Dolphin’s Barn.
For three days both sides remained locked in discus-
sion until an agreement was eventually hammered out
whereby Connolly agreed to abandon his own plans in
return for membership of the Military Council. 

Events then began to move quickly. A key element
in the Military Council’s plan was the assumption that
critical logistic support would materialise from
Germany. Initially it had been hoped that the Germans
would send an expeditionary force to Ireland with
artillery and a large quantity of arms and ammunition.
It was also envisaged that at least one submarine
would deploy along the East coast to prevent the
British landing reinforcements.

Some of these details had been divulged to the
Volunteer brigade commanders and if all of it had
come to pass an insurrection might well have stood a
decent chance of success. However as matters unfold-
ed Casement only managed to secure 20,000 old
Russian rifles and a relatively small quantity of ammu-
nition, which effectively made the entire logistics plan
redundant. 

Nevertheless, on 9 April a German vessel posing as
a Norwegian ship, the Aud commanded by Captain
Karl Spindler departed Lubeck for the Kerry coast car-
rying the arms. Three days later Casement, accompa-
nied by Robert Montieth and Daniel Bailey19, left
Williamshaven on the submarine U-19 commanded by
Lieutenant Weisbach. From then on a litany of disaster
unfolded. 

The Aud was originally due to arrive at Tralee Bay
and rendezvous with a contingent of Volunteers on
Holy Thursday, 20 April. However the Military Council
became concerned that an early landing might alert the
British and decided to change the date of the ren-
dezvous to Easter Sunday. This information was trans-
mitted to Germany after the Aud and U-19 had left and,
as wireless wasn’t then fitted to German ships, it did-
n’t reach either Spindler or Weisbach. However, these
communications were intercepted by British
Intelligence. The British took no immediate action lest
it became clear to the Germans that their codes had
been broken. The arms landing, however, was seriously
compromised. 

Meanwhile back in Dublin, Thomas MacDonagh,
officer commanding the Irish Volunteer’s Dublin
Brigade became the seventh and final member of the
Military Council when he was brought on board in
early April as final revisions to the operation plan were
being made. The time had now come for rebellion and
the Military Council would not permit anything to stand
in its way. 

One person still capable of thwarting their plans
was Eoin MacNeill,. In an unambiguous attempt to mis-
lead him the Military Council released a forged docu-
ment, prepared by Plunkett, on Wednesday 19 April pur-
porting to have originated from Dublin Castle, in which
it was proposed to disarm and suppress the Volunteers.
MacNeill was taken in by the deception and immediate-
ly placed the Volunteer organisation on a state of high
alert, with orders to act in self-defence if required. It
was at this point that the brigade commanders were

(Director of Arms), and Bulmer Hobson
(Quartermaster General).18 Four of these, Pearse,
Plunkett, MacDonagh and Hobson, were senior IRB
men, which effectively ensured that future Volunteer
activities would be driven by an IRB agenda.

On 5 September 1914, having identified that the
European war provided a unique opportunity to strike
for freedom, the Supreme Council of the IRB agreed in
principle to launch an insurrection to establish an Irish
Republic and to accept whatever assistance Germany
might be prepared to offer. To achieve this objective a
full mobilisation of the Volunteers would be necessary
and it was envisaged that reliable IRB personnel,
already positioned at several critical points within the
Volunteer chain of command, would ensure this hap-
pened. 

In April 1915 Plunkett was dispatched to Germany
to meet Sir Roger Casement, who was trying to raise
an Irish Brigade from British prisoners of war, and to
persuade the German government to provide military
support. The following month a secret IRB Military
Council, consisting of Pearse, Plunkett and Eamonn
Ceannt, was established, which began to focus exclu-
sively on plans for rebellion The fourth step towards
militarisation had now been taken and from this point
onwards there would be no turning back.

Pearse began a psychological campaign to prepare
the Volunteers for war by publishing militant articles
and delivering a series of inflammatory speeches at

Volunteer gatherings throughout the country. When
10,000 Volunteers assembled in Dublin on 31 July 1915
for the funeral of the old Fenian, Jeremiah O’Donovan
Rossa, Pearse seized the moment. Standing over the
grave in full Volunteer uniform he delivered a powerful
oration. His chilling words resonated through the
crowd … "The defenders of this realm have worked
well in secret and in the open. They think they have
pacified Ireland; they think they have foreseen every-
thing; but the fools, the fools, the fools – they have left
us our Fenian dead; and while Ireland holds these
graves, Ireland unfree shall never be at peace."

As progression towards rebellion continued Thomas
Clarke and Seán MacDiarmada were added to the
Military Council in September and by early January 1916
Plunkett's military plan was more or less complete.

Pearse, in his capacity as Director of Operations,
issued instructions to Volunteer units to prepare for
large-scale manoeuvres during the Easter holidays but
did not specify what the precise objective of these
manoeuvres might be. When MacNeill heard of
Pearse's instruction he immediately asked if offensive
military action was being planned, whereupon Pearse
denied that anything of the kind was being contemplat-
ed. This was untrue and in fact the military plan was so
advanced that Pearse and MacDiarmada’s only con-
cern was that James Connolly and the Citizen's Army
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Below (top):
Edward Carson signing the
“solemn league and covenant”.

Below (bottom):
The Irish Citizen Army parade
before Liberty Hall, Dublin.



cess and to prevent wholesale loss of life he decided
to cancel the entire enterprise. Without hesitation he
sent messengers to Volunteer units throughout the
country with the following order:

April 22, 1916
Volunteers completely deceived. All orders
for special action are hereby cancelled and
on no account will action be taken.
(Signed) Eoin MacNeill
Chief-of-Staff

To ensure the widest possible circulation of his
order he also placed a notice in the Sunday
Independent 

‘Owing to the very critical position, all orders given
to the Irish Volunteers for tomorrow, Easter Sunday,
are hereby rescinded, and no parades, marches or
other movements of Irish Volunteers, will take place.
Each individual Volunteer will obey this order strictly in
every particular.’20

The plan for rebellion was now in disarray at sever-
al different levels. There were no German arms, the
leadership of the Volunteer organisation was deeply
divided, and MacNeill’s latest orders ensured that
mobilisation on Easter Sunday would at best be limit-
ed. The insurrection would now in all probability fail.

At 9am on Easter Sunday morning the Military
Council convened for the last time at Liberty Hall. A

debate ensued for over four hours before a decision
was taken to reschedule military operations for noon
the following day, Easter Monday, and to ensure that
MacNeill would not upset their plans again a further
deception was initiated. Pearse sent him a letter stat-
ing that he had confirmed his countermanding orders
and MacDonagh called on him at his Woodtown home
to personally reassure him that all military action had
definitely been cancelled.

Of course, none of this was true. While MacDonagh
was reassuring MacNeill, the printing press at Liberty
Hall was busy churning out copies of the proclamation
for the new Irish Republic; Connolly was preparing a
last address to the officers of the Citizens Army in
which he would exhort them all to display dignity, hon-
our and bravery in the course of the coming fight; and
Pearse was writing new mobilisation orders for the
Volunteers that would be distributed across the city
early the next morning.

The process of militarisation which began with the
formation of the Ulster Volunteer Force had reached its
culmination point. At noon the following day Dublin
would become another battlefield of the First World
War. ■

finally told the real purpose of the planned manoeuvres,
and that offensive military operations were scheduled
to commence in Dublin at 6.30pm on Easter Sunday -
and in the provinces a half-hour later. 

MacNeill still had no idea what was afoot until
Thursday evening when JJ O’Connell, the Volunteers
Director of Inspection, informed Bulmer Hobson that
mobilisation orders had been issued to all brigade
commanders and Hobson immediately went to
MacNeill. The two then drove to meet Pearse at Saint
Edna’s in Rathfarnham. The meeting was long and acri-
monious but Pearse eventually admitted that an insur-
rection was indeed planned, that MacNeill had been
deceived throughout, and that the IRB had been
manipulating the Volunteers since their inception.
MacNeill replied that, short of informing the British, he
would do everything in his power to stop the insurrec-
tion lest his ill-equipped Volunteers be totally
destroyed. He then returned home and ordered
O’Connell to proceed at once to Cork with orders for
the Volunteers in Munster to remain on the defensive
and to ignore any orders issued by Pearse. 

Realising that the plan was beginning to unravel
Pearse met with MacDonagh and Plunkett early on
Good Friday morning. They went to MacNeill's home
where they persuaded him that the arrival of German
arms was imminent and that it was too late to stop mili-
tary action. Faced with an impossible dilemma MacNeill
eventually gave in, reluctantly agreeing to support the
rising. He also sent a message to Hobson instructing
him to put the countermanding orders on hold.

The Military Council sent Jim Ryan to Cork with a
dispatch stating that the Rising would proceed as
planned and in order to keep Hobson out of the way
they had him abducted and held at a secure house in
Phibsboro. 

Meanwhile, unknown to the Military Council,
Captain Spindler had run into severe difficulties. At
4.15pm. on Holy Thursday the Aud reached
Inishtooskert, a small uninhabited island in Tralee Bay,
where Spindler was originally due to rendezvous with
the U-19. When there was no sign of the submarine
Spindler moved into position off Fenit Harbour and
began to flash a signal to shore. He repeated the sig-
nal at intervals during the night before finally dropping
anchor off Inishtooskert at 1.30am on Good Friday.
About an hour later, unknown to Spindler, the U-19
surfaced nearby and Casement, Montieth and Bailey
were put ashore at Banna Strand in a collapsible boat.
Monteith and Bailey headed for Tralee to try and con-
tact the Volunteers but Casement, who was too ill to
travel, took shelter in a ruin known as McKenna’s Fort. 

Then, as dawn broke, an armed British trawler spot-
ted the Aud and pulled over to investigate. Spindler
managed to bluff the captain with forged manifest
papers but that afternoon another British ship began
to bear down upon him. With no possibility of complet-
ing his mission undetected Spindler set sail and man-
aged to avoid capture until around 6.15pm when the
Aud was intercepted by two British naval sloops, the
Zinnia and Bluebell. He was ordered to proceed to the
naval base at Queenstown but at 9.10am on Saturday
morning, Spindler scuttled his ship within sight of
Roches Point, rather than let his cargo fall into the
hands of the enemy.

When a local farmer discovered the collapsible
boat from U-19 he immediately informed the RIC, who
searched the area and discovered Casement huddled
inside McKenna's Fort in the early hours of Saturday
morning. He was arrested and taken to Tralee. 

When news of these disasters reached MacNeill on
Saturday afternoon he was convinced that without the
German arms any rebellion stood no chance of suc-
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EENNDDNNOOTTEESS
1. Rudyard Kipling donated £50,000 and contributions were

also made by the Duke of Bedford, Lord Rothschild and
Lord Iveagh.

2. John O’Mahony also established the Fenian Brotherhood
in New York on the same day, 17 March 1858.

3. MacNeill was also a vice-president of the Gaelic League
4. Michael Joseph O’Rahilly styled himself ‘The O’Rahilly’
5. Martin, FX, ed. The Irish Volunteers, Recollections and

Documents, James Duffy, Dublin, 1966 p72.
6. In attendance were MacNeill, The O’Rahilly, Hobson,

Padraig Pearse, Seán MacDiarmada, Eamonn Ceannt,
Seán Fitzgibbon, Píaras Beaslaí, Joseph Campbell,
James Deakin and WJ Ryan. The Provisional
Committee comprised all of these with the exceptions
of Campbell, Deakin and Ryan.

7. Jack White was the son of Field Marshal Sir George
White VC and a veteran of the Boer War.

8. Fianna Éireann was founded in Dublin by Countess
Markievicz in 1909.

9. Inghinidhe na hÉireann (Daughters of Ireland) was a
nationalist women’s organisation established by Maud
Gonne in 1900.

10. Lawrence J Kettle was the brother of the poet Thomas
Kettle and son of Andrew J Kettle, the first secretary of
the Land League and prominent supporter of Charles
Stewart Parnell.

11. Michael Davitt was the son of the well-known 19th
Century Irish agrarian agitator and politician of the
same name.

12. The members of the Army Council were Capt Jack
White (Chairman), James Larkin, PT Daly, Francis
Sheehy-Skeffington, William Partridge, Thomas Foran,
(Vice-Chairman), Sean O’Casey (Honorary Treasurer)
Richard Brannigan (Honorary Treasurer), Constance
Markievicz (Honorary Treasurer), T Blair, James Bohan,
T Burke, P Coady, P Fogarty, PJ Fox, Thomas Healy, T
Kennedy, J McGowan, P Morgan, F Moss, Michael
Mullin, P O’Brien, C Poole and John Shelly.

13. Those who were present at the meeting at Wynn’s Hotel
were Agnes O’Farrelly, Constance Markevicz, Kathleen
Clarke, Áine Ceannt, Louise Duffy, Mrs Thomas Kettle,
Mrs Eoin MacNeill, Lily O’Brennan, and Nannie O’Rahilly.

14. Irish Independent, 9 June 1914.
15. The Cork Constitution, 21 September 1914.
16. Both groups of Volunteers maintained that they actually

held on to the original title of the movement. In this
respect they were both correct as the terms ‘Irish
National Volunteers’ and ‘Irish Volunteers’ had been
used in correspondence and documents since the early
days of the movement.

17. The inscription ‘For the glory of God and the honour of
Ireland’ is to be found on numerous gravestones of the
16th Irish Division beneath which thousands of National
Volunteers now lie.

18. Two additions were subsequently made to the
Headquarters Staff. In August 1915 Eamonn Ceannt was
appointed Director of Communications and in
November 1915 JJ O’Connell was appointed Chief of
Inspection. Seán Fitzgibbon was appointed Director of
Recruiting in April 1915 but was not a member of the
Headquarters Staff.

19. Robert Montieth was a member of the IRB who accom-
panied Casement to Germany and Bailey was a member
of Casement’s Irish Brigade.

20. Sunday Independent April 23, 1916.
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Area of Operations and
Deployment
Dublin City is divided by the River Liffey, which runs
from west to east. It is tidal and has very high quay
walls. To its north the Royal Canal and to its south the
Grand Canal run in approximately the same direction.
These three waterways form significant military
obstacles and their bridges are important to both
defender and attacker.

The 4th Battalion under Commandant Eamonn
Ceannt occupied the South Dublin Union, which is
now St. James’ Hospital. The Union covered over 50
acres and was enclosed by a stone wall. It was pro-
tected on two sides by an offshoot from the Grand
Canal that has since been filled in. Ceannt’s outposts
were at Jameson’s Distillery in Marrowbone Lane,
Watkins Brewery at Ardee Street and Roe’s Distillery
in James’ Street. Ceannt’s task was probably to pre-
vent troops from Richmond (later Keogh) and
Islandbridge (later Clancy) Barracks from moving into
the city.

The 2nd Battalion, under Commandant Thomas
McDonagh, held Jacob’s Factory and had outposts at
Camden Street, Malpas Street, Kevin Street and
Fumbally Lane. These outposts blocked the direct
route from Portobello (now Cathal Brugha) Barracks
to the Castle but after the fighting started were quick-
ly withdrawn. This was a mistake and as a result the
garrison saw little further action. 

Commandant Michael Mallin of the Citizen Army
chose to dig in on St Stephen’s Green instead of seiz-
ing the buildings around its perimeter. There were no
sound military reasons for this. However, his outposts
at Harcourt Street Railway Station, the railway
bridges over the Grand Canal and the South Circular
Road and at Davy’s Pub at Portobello Bridge were
well sited. 

The 3rd Battalion, under Commandant Éamon de

The main difficulty we have when examining the mil-
itary conduct of the Rising is the fact that no copy
of the insurgents’ Operational Order seems to have
survived. Nevertheless their decision to use Dublin

city as their area of operations was a sound one.
Operations undertaken in an urban environment are
today known as fighting in a built-up area (FIBUA).
FIBUA gives a lightly armed and equipped force the
ability to successfully engage a far stronger and better-
resourced enemy. It demands a detailed knowledge of
the urban area, specialised training, and a particularly
high standard of leadership at all levels. As well as
manning fixed positions, a defending force requires a
mobile disruption force to cover gaps in its defence and
a strong mobile reserve. FIBUA carries with it severe
difficulties with re-supply and casualty evacuation, as
well as a very high rate of ammunition expenditure.

Irish Forces 
At the time of the Rising the strength of the Dublin
Brigade of the Volunteers was in the region of 3,000.
The Citizen Army had a strength of approximately 200.
On Easter Monday however only about 1,000 mustered.
A further 800 reported for duty during the course of
that week. The insurgents were armed with an assort-
ment of rifles and revolvers, had a reasonable supply
of ammunition and a quantity of explosives. They had
no heavy equipment, no logistics system and their
medical facilities were basic, consisting mainly of a
nursing service organised by Cumann na mBan. 

British Forces
The fighting strength of British infantry in Dublin at
midday on that Monday was in the region of 2,500. They
were fully equipped and could call on artillery and
engineer support. They had a comprehensive supply
system including the services of the Royal Army
Medical Corps.
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Valera, occupied Boland’s Bakery and Westland Row
Railway Station, with outposts in Grand Canal Street,
South Lotts Road and Northumberland Road. The
Liffey and the Grand Canal Docks protected his left
flank and he controlled troop movement from Beggars
Bush Barracks. 

The two other areas held south of the Liffey were
the City Hall under Captain Seán Connolly of the
Citizen Army and the Mendicity Institute on the South
Quays commanded by Captain Seán Heuston of the
1st Battalion. The Mendicity Institute was a blocking
position designed to harass troops moving down the
quays towards the city centre.

The 1st Battalion, under Commandant Edward
Daly, occupied the Four Courts with outposts along
Church Street and adjoining streets. He established
his headquarters in the Father Matthew Hall but on
Friday was forced to move it to the Four Courts. He
also established roadblocks on North Circular Road
and Cabra Road. 

At the GPO Pearse read the proclamation and
assumed the offices of President of the Republic and
Commander-in-Chief of its army. Connolly became
Commandant-General of the Dublin district. As well
as the GPO the buildings on the corners of Abbey
Street and O’Connell Street, the buildings on both
sides of O’Connell Street at its bridge, the North Earl
Street corner and the buildings from Sackville Place
to Lower Abbey Street were occupied. Trinity College
dominated the southern approaches to O’Connell
Street and should have been taken. No positions were
held east of the GPO, perhaps because an attack was
not expected from a direction in which there were no
military barracks. 

By midday on Monday the insurgents had organ-
ised what was in effect a perimeter defence in the
centre of Dublin with two positions north and four
positions south of the Liffey. (A perimeter defence is
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Above: Volunteers parade on 
St Stephen’s Green, Dublin on
Easter Sunday 1916.

Right: The flag which flew over
the GPO during Easter Week.

Below: Walter Paget’s painting of
the inside of the GPO during the
Rebellion.

Bottom right (top and bottom):
Volunteers photographed inside
the GPO during the Rising.



The British now established a line of posts from
Kingsbridge (Heuston) Station, along Thomas Street
and Dame Street, to Trinity College, their main head-
quarters for the operation. This allowed them to bring
large numbers of troops into the centre of the city.
They also commenced cordoning the north side of the
city from Parkgate to the North Wall. The troops
establishing the cordon were assisted by an 18-
pounder battery from Athlone, which destroyed the
1st Battalion barricades at Phibsborough and on the
Cabra Road. A Volunteer detachment from the 2nd
Battalion on the Tolka River delayed the completion of
the cordon but it was in place by evening. The local
military headquarters was established at Amiens
Street (Connolly) railway station, less than a mile
from the GPO.

This left Brigadier General Lowe, the architect of
the British military plan, in a strong position to begin
his attack on the GPO. The six major positions taken
by the insurgents were still intact but with the

one that provides protection for a force that is isolated
and exposed to attack from any direction.) The area of
the defence encompassed about 5 sq km and its
perimeter was over 11 km. 

Into Action
On that bank holiday Monday Dublin Castle was
manned by a small garrison and was the only British
position within the insurgent perimeter. At midday 50
members of the Irish Citizen Army captured the
Upper Castle Yard Gate and the guardroom. However,
the attack was not pressed home against a British
garrison that, unknown to the attackers, numbered
less than 25. The failure to capture the Castle was a
major setback and a reflection of the weakness of the
insurgents’ intelligence system. Dublin Castle was at
the very heart of British administration in Ireland and
would have provided the insurgents with a very
defendable headquarters in the centre of their dispo-
sitions. The failure to capture it may also have forced
them into using the GPO as their headquarters. Prior
to the Rising the GPO held no real historical signifi-
cance and tied the insurgents into holding positions
north of the Liffey. 

Monday 
The immediate tasks the British set themselves were
to:
• Secure the Magazine Fort and the Viceregal Lodge

in the Phoenix Park. This was carried out by troops
from Marlborough (now McKee) Barracks.

• Strengthen the garrison at Dublin Castle. Fifty sol-
diers of the 3rd Battalion, Royal Irish Rifles, from
Portobello Barracks reached the Castle after taking
Portobello Bridge. Another group of 130 soldiers
from the Royal Dublin Fusiliers was sent from
Royal (later Collins’) Barracks. A party of 86 from
the 10th Battalion, Royal Irish Regiment, also man-
aged to get through, after the battalion had been
pinned down by Ceannt at the South Dublin Union
while en route from Richmond Barracks.

• Reinforce Dublin. The 3rd Reserve Cavalry Brigade
arrived from the Curragh bringing the British
strength in Dublin to 4,027. A request was made for
artillery from Athlone, for the 4th Battalion, Royal
Dublin Fusiliers in Templemore and for whatever
troops were available in Belfast. The 59th (North
Midland) Division in Hertfordshire was ordered to
move its 176th and 178th Brigades to Ireland.

Apart from an ill-fated cavalry charge down O’Connell
Street, the British accomplished these tasks by the
end of the first day of the Rising.

Tuesday
By Tuesday morning it was obvious that the Rising
was one of positional defence. Once the British had
established that the GPO was its centre of gravity
they decided to isolate (that is prevent withdrawal and
hamper reinforcement and re-supply) and by-pass the
other positions. As a result the ring of insurgent posi-
tions were unable to defend their headquarters. 

The British attacks began that morning. As a prior-
ity they needed to deal with the insurgents still threat-
ening the Castle. During Monday night/Tuesday morn-
ing the City Hall was attacked and the building was
cleared. In the early hours of Tuesday morning British
troops occupied buildings on St Stephen’s Green
North. Mallin had no protective outposts to his north
and when he came under fire was forced to retire his
group to the College of Surgeons. Apart from restrict-
ing the movement of reinforcements through his area,
he was unable to influence events any further.
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Right (top): A view looking north
up Northumberland Road
towards Clanwilliam House.
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Centre: Looking south to
Northumberland Road viewed
from Clanwilliam House on
Mount Street Bridge. (Bureau of
Military History)

Bottom: Clanwilliam House.



House as far a Gardiner Street and southwards via
Parnell Square. The insurgents were forced to con-
tract and now had no outposts north of Henry Street
and only a token presence in lower O’Connell Street.
A penetration by the British along Parnell Street and
down Capel Street completed the cordon.

It is extraordinary that Lowe, who had been so cau-
tious in suspending operations at the South Dublin
Union, ordered that Mount Street Bridge should be
taken on Wednesday afternoon. Bypassing it was a
clear option for the two battalions of the Sherwood
Foresters who were ordered to advance from
Ballsbridge to Trinity College. However Lowe refused
to let them divert to one of the nearby unguarded
canal bridges.

Throughout that day repeated frontal assaults were
made on the Volunteer positions and the bridge was
eventually taken. Four of the thirteen defenders died
in the action. Two hundred and thirty four British sol-
diers were either killed or wounded. This pointless
attack to take an unnecessary objective accounted for
over half of the British casualties during Easter Week.
There were now over 12,000 British troops in Dublin.

Thursday
On Thursday afternoon the Sherwood Foresters were
ordered to the Royal Hospital. As they approached
Rialto Bridge, they came under fire from Ceannt’s
positions in Marrowbone Lane and the South Dublin
Union. Why they were allowed to use the South
Circular Road as their route, which was astride
Ceannt’s position, can only be guessed. The
Sherwood Foresters were forced to mount another
unnecessary attack and, having suffered heavy casu-
alties, were obliged to withdraw. Major General Friend
arrived in the city and took over command.

Friday 
On Friday morning the western outposts of the GPO,
which extended as far as Liffey Street, were with-
drawn. A British force occupied the quays from Liffey
Street to O’Connell Bridge, penetrated Upper Abbey
Street and threw up barricades. During the afternoon
a fire began in Lower Abbey Street and spread rapidly.
By nightfall the buildings south to Eden Quay and
north to the Imperial Hotel were blazing. The insurgent
headquarters was now confined to the GPO and the
Metropole Hotel block. Lieutenant General Sir John
Maxwell arrived in Dublin that afternoon and took over
command. 

The intensive fire being brought to bear on the
GPO started a fire in the roof and the upper part of the
building was soon ablaze. A decision was made to
evacuate. Most of the garrison got as far as Moore
Street, broke into houses and barricaded themselves
there. There they remained, between their abandoned
headquarters and the cordon in Parnell Street, until
the surrender on Saturday afternoon.

Meanwhile, half a mile to the west, another strug-
gle was taking place. Daly still held strong positions
in King Street and made the 2nd/6th Battalion of the
South Staffords fight through Friday night for every
inch of the way.

Saturday
On Saturday afternoon the Provisional Government
decided to seek terms. At 1545hrs Pearse surrendered
to Lowe at the Moore Street barricade. The positions
on the north side of the Liffey surrendered on Saturday
evening and those on the south on Sunday. Except for
occasional sniper fire, there was no further action. The
insurgents, who had acted as a disciplined force
throughout the Rising, obeyed Pearse’s last order.

exception of the GPO and the Four Courts had lost
much of their significance. Evidence of this was the
order on Tuesday to the Royal Irish Regiment to with-
draw from the South Dublin Union. The Castle had
been relieved and the Union had now been effectively
bypassed. After Tuesday the only position south of
the Liffey that was subjected to a planned British
attack was the Mendicity Institute. The engagements
on Wednesday at Mount Street Bridge and on
Thursday in the South Dublin Union were British tac-
tical errors that had nothing to do with their overall
plan. By Tuesday evening the British strength in
Dublin had risen to 6,627.

Wednesday
On Wednesday morning the Mendicity Institute was
attacked and forced to surrender. Lowe now decided
to place an inner cordon around the GPO. By
Wednesday afternoon he had occupied the area
behind Aston and Burgh Quays. Troops also advanced
westwards from Amiens Street and the Custom
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British soldiers patrol Sackville
Street after the Rising.

and the integrity of the defence was compromised. 
The insurgents did not have enough troops for the

operation undertaken. The 11 km perimeter was
beyond the capabilities of even a full strength Dublin
Brigade. There was no depth to the defence with
even the headquarters manning part of the perimeter.
The available strength also allowed little opportunity
for offensive action, so crucial in a defence of this
type.

In pointing out these planning shortfalls it is impor-
tant to bear in mind that there were other issues,
besides military considerations, on the minds of those
who planned the Rising. This was a political as well as
a military undertaking and it needed to carry a mes-
sage that would be heard not just in Ireland, but also
in Britain and beyond. If the insurgents had construct-
ed a defence based only on the resources available to
them, the Rising would have been confined to a very
small area within Dublin city and would not have gen-
erated the impact it did. The Rising, like all revolution-
ary attempts, was a gamble and was launched by men
whose operational plan had not been, and could not
have been, fully worked out. Revolutionaries improvise
and leave the details to others.

On the whole the insurgents showed remarkable
military competence during a week of severe fighting.
This skill did not come about by accident but was
developed by hard and serious training. The insur-
gents had been trained in street fighting and were
intimately familiar with their area of operations. The
standard of leadership, especially among junior lead-
ers, was high and despite the hardships and a critical
shortage of men and supplies the Volunteers and the
Irish Citizen Army fought with discipline, courage and
determination. Their conduct, almost as much as the
executions, helped to ensure that the Rising was soon
looked on with pride.■
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The British Military Reaction 
Even though the British were taken by surprise by the
Rising, they reacted quickly and decisively. Patrols
showed them where the main positions were and
insurgent outposts were pushed in. An outer cordon
was put in place to isolate the area of operations.
However the cordon around the south of the city
seems not to have been fully integrated. A penetra-
tion to split the insurgents was made from
Kingsbridge Station to Trinity College. 

Once the British had isolated the area of opera-
tions and brought in reinforcements and equipment,
they were able to reduce the static defence positions
at leisure. They realised that if the GPO was taken the
other positions would also fall. The fact that it was
effectively cut off from all but one of its battalions by
the River Liffey added to the advantages of this
course of action. The commanders of the other posi-
tions surrendered on Pearse’s orders and relieved the
British of the need to conduct further attacks. The
defeat of the Rising in a built-up area in less than one
week with soldiers who had no training or experience
of this type of warfare was a significant achievement.
Lowe’s plan was sound and it succeeded. 

In all military engagements mistakes are made
either through a lack of training or through errors of
judgement. The cavalry charge down O’Connell Street
was one such mistake and was due to the failure of
the commander on the ground to conduct a proper
assessment of the enemy. A more serious mistake
was the insistence on the Sherwood Foresters taking
Mount Street Bridge and in then allowing them to
march into an ambush at the South Dublin Union
when there were safe routes available which
bypassed these two fiercely held positions. However,
the greatest mistake was made by General Maxwell
who was given authority to put down the Rising and to
punish the participants. The fourteen executions car-
ried out in Dublin under his authority ensured that it
took on a legitimacy and momentum that was to prove
unstoppable. 

The Insurgents’ Plan
The siting of the defended localities in relation to
British barracks was excellent. They also sat astride
likely routes of advance for reinforcements. While
their outposts were in position they provided informa-
tion on enemy movements and maintained reasonable
contact with each other. However, as these were 
withdrawn the situation quickly deteriorated. 
The gaps between the battalions became greater 
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General Maxwell, the overall
Commander of the British
Forces during the Rebellion.

Below: A view of Lower Sackville
Street (now O’Connell Street)
showing the widespread
destruction.



To those who lived through these years there
came inevitably the gradual education of realities
and a certain disillusion of the romanticism of
youth, but one could never forget the marvellous

power, demonstrated through the earlier years, of
pure idealism. Men like Pearse, McDonagh,
McDermott and the others, were men of high intel-
lectual order, and I believe there was not a selfish
thought among them. Speaking to PH Pearse one got
a feeling of addressing a being who paid short visits
to the earth, but had his normal habitation else-
where. This might be deduced from his writings, but
he actually conveyed that impression without words.
After listening to him, addressing a meeting for
example, one could have no doubt of the clarity and
strength of his purposes, or the nobility of his soul.

Seán McDermott, Thomas McDonagh, Tom Clarke,
Willie Pearse I had also known and spoken to on odd
occasions, as also Michael O’Hanrahan, Con
Colbert, Seán Heuston and others of the executed
leaders. All had their own personal peculiarities and
characteristics; but all, without exception, were gov-
erned by simple honest adherence to the pure ideal
of National Freedom. In not one of them was there a
hint of mean thought or ulterior motive, but on the
contrary, it was abundantly evident that the normal
self-interest or concern in personal affairs was
placed in a subordinate position in relation to the
pursuit of the ideal. I have referred by name to some
of the national leaders and, of course, there were
others equally sincere, equally devoted to the cause
of national freedom, and below them, the lesser lead-
ers and the rank and file who strove to emulate the
shining example and follow the precept of those
whose direction of the national cause had to them
the appearance of Divine inspiration.

This was the spirit that mocked at practical diffi-
culties and set aside considerations of expediency;
going down in the quicklime grave at Arbour Hill but
to burst forth throughout the land a short time later
with an added vigour which the ancient enemy could
no longer ignore or resist effectively.

There are those, I know, that will consider this pic-
ture of a band of pure-souled patriots as overdrawn
or exaggerated; looking at the evidence of material-
ism about them today, but the fact is that those who
espoused the Irish national cause in the years before
1922, and took active part in the revolt against foreign
rule, did so without promise of the success that was
eventually achieved, and certainly could have
advanced their personal affairs with much more
assurance by co-operating with the enemy.■

Col Joseph Lawless was a prominent member of the unit
that saw action at Ashbourne (covered elsewhere in this
magazine by his grandson Comdt Frank Lawless). His
reflections on the period help to give us an insight into
the thoughts and beliefs of those involved in the events
of Easter 1916 and thereby help in the difficult task of
building a bridge of understanding between the people
of those days and ourselves who inhabit a much different
world with different beliefs and a much changed 
world-view. This extract, taken from Col Lawless’s own
words recorded in the Bureau of Military History 
(BMH WS 1043), was provided by Military Archives.
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From the Archives: 
A CONTEMPORARY VIEW

Sackville Street in ruins after
the rising and (below right) the
conflagration.
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THE 
VOLUNTEER

UNIFORM
By CQMS Gerry White 

& Comdt Brendan O’Shea

T
he first task was to find material of make and
colour suitable for fieldwork in Ireland. Having
searched the country without success a sample
of suitable grey-green material was eventually

found in England. An attempt was then made to
locate an Irish mill that would match the sample but
with World War 1 in progress most mills were reluc-
tant to take it on as the extent of the Volunteer order
was then uncertain.  Eventually Morrogh Brothers at
Douglas Woolen Mills in Cork agreed to manufacture
the material, and received the first order. 

The sub-committee next turned their attention to
the matter of uniform design. It was agreed that all
ranks would wear a standard tunic with rolled collar,
dark-green shoulder straps and pointed cuffs, two
breast patch pockets (each with a box pleat), and
two patch pockets at the hips, with each shoulder
reinforced with an extra patch of serge. Five large
brass buttons bearing an Irish harp and the letters
‘I.V.’ would appear on the front with smaller versions
on the breast pocket flaps and tunic straps. Breeches
and puttees of light serge to match the tunic would

From its inception in 1913 the 
leadership of the Irish Volunteers
clearly understood that the new
movement would form the nucleus
of a new national army and once
units had been formed throughout
the country they need to be 
publicly identified. Accordingly,
early in 1914 a uniform 
sub-committee was appointed 
to draft designs for a suitable 
uniform.



badges. Later that year a cap badge designed by Eoin
MacNeill, consisting of an eight-pointed star with a
sunburst accompaniment and a belt emblazoned with
the words ‘Óglaigh na hÉireann’ enclosing the letters
‘FF’, representing ‘Fianna Fáil’, the first standing
army of ancient Ireland, was adopted by the entire
movement.  

Initially the rank insignia adopted were similar to
the British Army. Markings were on the tunic cuff
with buttons used instead of pips.  These were soon
replaced with shamrock clusters, referred to in regu-
lations as ‘trefoils’, and a brass ‘wheeled cross’ with
blue enamel inlay based on an emblem design dating
back to the Confederation of Kilkenny of 1642.

After 1915 all metal rank markings were replaced
by embroidered versions, which came in dark green,
blue and yellow issues. 

A major attempt to standardise the uniform was
made at a meeting of the Volunteer Central Executive
held in Dublin on 13 October 1915 when a new dress
instruction was approved, the details of which
appeared in The Irish Volunteer journal:

‘Uniform is not compulsory for Irish Volunteers,
but it is desirable, especially in the case of officers. 

Uniform will consist of tunic, breeches, puttees,
and cap, of the approved design, in the approved
green heather tweed, with dark green shoulder
straps and cuffs.  (Leggings may be substituted for
puttees at option.). 

All buttons will be dark green compressed leather.
(Volunteers who have already brass buttons may
have such buttons oxidised dark green in lieu of get-
ting regulation buttons.) Shiny buttons, marks of rank,
cap-peaks, or other shiny objects, are not to be worn.  

The system of rank markings also came into force
at this time (see table below).

Although uniform patterns have changed over the
years, the essential elements of service dress uni-
form worn by many Irish Volunteers during the 1916
Rising are essentially the same as that worn today by
the Irish Army. The most obvious example is the cap
badge, designed by Eoin MacNeill, which proudly dis-
plays the title Óglaigh na hÉireann – the Irish
Volunteers.■

BBiibblliiooggrraapphhyy::
Gerry White and Brendan O’Shea, The Irish Volunteer
Soldier 1913-1923, Osprey, UK 2003

also be worn and the only variation permitted would
be the facings on the tunics, which were left to the
discretion of each regimental committee or county
board. A brown leather bandolier and white canvas
haversack were approved for carrying ammunition
and equipment and a brown leather waist belt would
also be worn and fastened with a round brass clasp
with the words ‘Óglaigh na hÉireann’ around the
edge and a harp as the centrepiece.

Head dress would consist of a round crowned cap
with a black patent leather peak and chin strap simi-
lar in pattern to that worn by Cossack regiments in
the Russian Army.  A soft hat of similar pattern to
that worn by the Boers in South Africa was selected
for field work – this became known as the ‘Cronje
Hat’ after the Boer General, Piet Cronje.

All Volunteers were expected to purchase their
own uniforms and equipment and when the Morrogh
Brothers eventually supplied the new material the
first contract for supply of 300 Volunteer uniforms
was awarded to the Limerick Clothing Factory, which
despite its name was located at Lower Bridge Street,
Dublin.

It was assumed that all Volunteers wishing to pur-
chase their uniforms would do so from this single
‘approved’ supplier. However, a report from the uni-
form sub-committee dated 12 August 1914 stated:
‘Numbers of Volunteers have obtained uniforms else-
where than from the official supplier and in many
cases these uniforms are not of standard material or
standard design.’

The report went on to point out that it had been
decided that as the Volunteers were a democratic
force all uniforms should be exactly similar and that
no distinction should be made between officers and
other ranks as all officer appointments were tempo-
rary in nature. 

Unlike a standing army the Volunteers did not
have the luxury of a quartermaster’s stores from
which to draw their kit and this ensured that the cut
and colour of the uniforms tended to vary greatly.
Local tailors often had to work without a pattern and
use cloth that didn’t match the approved colour. The
same applied to buttons, belts and buckles, many of
which were made also made locally.  

The first Irish Volunteer cap badge appeared early
in 1914 and depicted an Irish harp. However, after the
Redmond split many units designed their own
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Squad Commander One dark-green stripe Left breast of tunic.

Section Commander Two dark-green stripes Left breast of tunic

Company Adjutant Three dark-green stripes Left breast of tunic

2nd Lieutenant One trefoil and one dark-green band Cuffs

1st Lieutenant Two trefoils and one dark-green band Cuffs

Captain Three trefoils and two dark-green Cuffs
bands

Vice-Commandant One wheeled-cross and three Cuffs
dark-green bands

Commandant Two wheeled-crosses and three Cuffs
. dark-green bands
Vice-Commandant General Two wheeled crosses and four Cuffs

dark-green bands
Commandant General Three wheeled-crosses and four Cuffs

dark-green bands

Illustration by
Bill Younghusband.

‘Warrior 80 – Irish Volunteer
Soldier 1913-1923’

by Gerry White & 
Brendan O’Shea

Osprey Publishing 
UK 2003



Above: The grave of Elizabeth
O’Farrell and Sheila Grennan in
Glasnevin Cemetery, Dublin.

Right: British Military Cemetery
in Grangegorman, Dublin.

T
here are many surviving buildings and sites that
are of relevance to those trying to relocate the
Dublin of 1916. Included in these are battlefield
positions and commemorative locations relating

to both sides in the conflict.
For instance, there are the obvious sites such as

the GPO, the headquarters of the insurgents and
where Pearse read out the proclamation, and the
College of Surgeons on St Stephen's Green, where
Michael Mallin and Countess Markievicz led the
insurgent group. The College of Surgeons still con-
tains considerable damage on its edifice as a result
of machinegun fire from the Shelbourne hotel and
other British positions. The Magazine Fort in the
Phoenix Park, where the commencement of the rising
was to be signalled by means of an explosion
(although the 'big bang' didn't exactly go according
to plan), is another existing well-known location.

However, there are other relevant surviving build-
ings and sites that may soon be lost to the continu-
ous development of the city. There are also others
that, if not totally forgotten, are difficult to locate.
(The map contained within the accompanying
Connect magazine should help those interested to
locate those sites.)

For instance, the Mendicity Institute, across the
Liffey from the Four Courts on Ussher's Island, has
almost disappeared. This is the site where a group of
about 25 Volunteers, under the command of Seán
Heuston, held off approximately 350 British soldiers

Although Dublin has changed a great deal
over the last 10 years, never mind the last 90,
there are still places that can be visited by
those who would like to rediscover the Dublin
of the Easter Rising or the graves of many of
those involved. In this feature Armn Mick
Whelan (Air Corps Museum) highlights some
of these locations.
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In addition to the Garden of Remembrance in
Parnell Square there are others places where one can
capture a sense of the human cost of 1916. While there
was no single place or burial plot dedicated to the
interment of remains of those killed there are a num-
ber of cemeteries and other sites of remembrance. For
instance Arbour Hill cemetery holds the remains of
the seven signatories to the 1916 Proclamation and all
but two of those executed as a result of the Rising.
They are buried in a single plot with the Proclamation
displayed above the grave on a stone carving in both
English and Irish, accompanied by the National flag.
Nearby there is a carved stone memorial to the
Volunteers who were killed in the fighting.

Glasnevin Cemetery has been synonymous with
the independence struggle and formation of the
state since the early 1800s. It is the last resting
place of many leading figures who survived the

who had marched from Royal Bks (Collins Bks) to do
battle in the city. All that remains today are the stone
gate pillars and one building, which now belongs to
the HSE.

Another such site is the South Dublin Union,
located in the grounds of St James's Hospital near
the James's Street entrance. This position was held
by Éamonn Ceannt's garrison and among those who
fought there were Cathal Brugha and William
Cosgrave. The spot is marked by a memorial plaque
and is covered by a wooden structure.

On 11 May 1916 the British government released
an official list of the casualties caused by the Rising
(see table below). Although today it cannot be taken
as entirely accurate it is sufficient to give an idea of
the numbers involved. 
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Killed Wounded Missing Total
British Army (officers) 17 46 - 63
British Army (o/ranks) 86 311 9 406
RIC (officers) 2 - - 2
RIC (o/ranks) 12 23 - 35
Dublin Metropolitan Police 3 3 - 6
Civilians & insurgents 180 614 - 794
Total 300 997 9 1,306

Rising. These include Éamon deValera, Michael
Collins, Cathal Brugha, Harry Boland, Countess
Markievicz, and many others. They can be located in
either the Republican or Nationalist plots, depend-
ing on which side of the Treaty they later found
themselves.

Roger Casement’s grave can be found in
Glasnevin close to the burial plot of the Mountjoy
Ten, which includes the remains of Kevin Barry. An
empty plot, marked by a plaque, had been maintained
in honour of Casement since the foundation of the
state. Then in 1965 Casement’s remains were
exhumed from Pentonville Prison in London and
brought to Glansnevin for reburial. His remains
arrived in Ireland at Baldonnel airbase, which was
renamed in his honour. The original plaque is now
mounted in the Air Corps chapel there.  

Another significant grave to be found in
Glasnevin is that of nurse Elizabeth O’Farrell, who
will be forever associated with key events of the
Rising. During the week she tended the causalities in
the GPO and it is she who ventured out under a
white flag to inform the British that the insurgents
were ready to talk terms. She also accompanied
Pearse to the site of Conway’s Pub, just off Moore St
and the modern O’Rahilly’s Parade, where he surren-
dered himself to General Lowe. Although her figure
was captured in a famous photograph of this moment
it was later rubbed out and it is now almost impossi-
ble to locate a photo showing her presence at this
historic event. It was also Elizabeth O’Farrell who
carried the written instructions to surrender from
Pearse to the major insurgent positions throughout
the city.

There are also at least 250 graves in Glasnevin of
people whose deaths were directly attributable to the
insurrection as a result of bullet, bomb and stam-
pede. 

There are around 3,755 British army war graves
from the Great War period to be found in various
locations around Ireland. Approximately 106 of the
occupants of these graves died during the 1916
Rising, and it is estimated that a third of these were
from Irish regiments.  

The graves of many of the military dead of 1916
can be found in Grange Gorman military cemetery,
which is the largest of its kind in Ireland with over
600 graves from the First World War period. Dean’s
Grange cemetery also contains over 50 graves of mil-
itary, civilian and rebel casualties.

Examples of those soldiers buried at these loca-
tions include Lt A Lucas of the King Edward Horse, a
farmer’s son of Canadian origin who was summarily
executed by a CQMS of the Dublin Fusiliers on 29
April 1916 in the Guinness Brewery malt house after
apparently being mistaken for a ‘Sinn Féinner’. The
Dublin Fusiliers NCO was also implicated in the
death of another officer and two civilians in the same
incident. Dean’s Grange cemetery holds the remains
of Pte Charles Sanders of the 2/6 South Staffords,
part of the 59th Division brought over from England
to suppress the Rising, and Pte Alfred Ellis, aged 19,
of the Dublin Fusiliers. Ellis, who was from Leeds,
was transferred to the Fusiliers from the Royal Field
Artillery.

These graves represent a minute cross section of
the belligerents of 1916. Their locations and the build-
ings and sites that survive from this landmark period
of our history are important because they help to
remind us of the events of the time, and the human
cost paid by those who fought on both sides.■

Above: The grave of a British sol-
dier in Grangegorman, Dublin.

Below: The grave of Michael
Collins and (right) the 1916
Monument in Glasnevin
Cemetery, Dublin.



In my opinion the history of 1916, particularly its mil-
itary aspects, should be taught to every Irish sol-
dier. To this end, for the last two years the Air
Corps Museum and Heritage Project has been con-

ducting historical tours of Casement Aerodrome,
Arbour Hill and Glasnevin cemeteries, as well as
‘war walks’ and historical walks of Dublin City for
members of the Corps, its military training school,
and other members of the Defence Forces.
Through these tours many soldiers throughout the
country have been introduced to Irish military history
and the history of the Defence Forces and other 
societies.

With all conflicts there are lessons to be learned.
The 1916 Rising and the battle within Dublin City and
its suburbs are no different, even though the events
took place 90 years ago. The lessons of 1916 can be
important in the military education of young soldiers,
and indeed all Defence Forces personnel.  

Military education on career courses, from
recruits to officers, would be greatly enhanced
through examination of such topics as the 1916
Rising, the Civil War, and the development and 
inception of the army and the state.

An important element of military education is 
battlefield analysis and the 1916 Dublin City battle-
field is a good example when considering the various
facets of fighting and defending a built-up area.

The Defence Forces’ Brigade Operations Manual
indicates that at least battalion strength is required
to defend an area comparable to that held by the
Volunteers in the famous battle of Mount Street
Bridge and Northumberland road. However, in that
battle in 1916 less than a dozen volunteers held off
two British battalion-size forces for almost nine
hours and inflicted 234 causalities, before the action

For the past few years Armn
Michael Whelan (Curator Air Corps
Museum) has been conducting mil-
itary history tours around Dublin
for members of the Defence Forces
in groups or on courses. He is an
advocate of educating soldiers in
their military history and hopes to
see the topic introduced into all
career courses within the Defence
Forces. In this article he talks
about the benefits to be gained
from a study of the Easter Rising.
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Educating the
Young Soldiers

Right:
Armn Michael Whelan (Curator
Air Corps Museum) conducting
a Military History tour of the
1916 battlefields to the student
members of Hull University War
Society in 2005.



ture, creating barricades where every stone and
every section of wall or cellar became a potential
stronghold, and it would have been a costly endeav-
our to clear the area using infantry. The importance
of this lesson in the difficulties of fighting in a 
built-up area still resonates today, for example in the
difficulties faced by US forces in Iraq when taking
Fallujah.

The rebel plan had been to take over key locations,
crippling the government infrastructure and making it
as costly as possible to the opposing forces to take it
back. On the other side, the crown forces employed
the tactic of ‘divide and conquer’. Surrounding and
sealing the city they broke down or isolated the 
insurgent strongholds until they reached the GPO.

In addition to the tactical lessons that today’s 
soldiers can learn, it is also important to remember
the sense of shared heritage, camaraderie, military
tradition, pride and identity that can be passed on to
personnel by visiting these locations, standing in
those windows and stairwells, imagining what it was
like, and more importantly imagining what one would
do in those situations. 

Military education is important in the training of
modern soldiers. No matter how historic the battle or
how insignificant it seems there is always something
to be learned. It is still a wise general who prepares
his soldiers to expect the unexpected. The examina-
tion of the 1916 Rising and other moments in history
is a means to this end.■

In this article Capt Gary Gartland
and Sgt Jim O’Neill, Military
Training School (MTS) speak about
the relevance of teaching the his-
tory of 1916, and the formation of
the Defence Forces and the State,
to recruits and young soldiers. 

On the issue of the development of morale and the
inculcation of a sense of history and esprit de
corps in soldiers, the Chief of Staff recently stat-
ed: “On passing-out the young soldier should

have a strong sense of our national identity and be
imbued with patriotism, and have a knowledge and
feeling that they are now part of a very progressive
organisation with a proud tradition and history of
service both at home and overseas.” This is particu-
larly important these days when history is no longer a
compulsory subject in the Leaving Certificate, with
the result that many school leavers have little or no
knowledge of their country’s history.

Training units are required to conduct a visit to a
historical location as part of the induction phase of
recruit training. A number of lectures on the history
of the Defence Forces are also included in the 
syllabus.

In an effort to make the subject matter as interest-
ing and interactive for the students as possible, the
MTS, Air Corps College, utilised the services of
Armn Michael Whelan BA, curator of the Air Corps

ended. Among the lessons to be learned here relate
to planning, ambush, and the skills of the sniper, cou-
pled with the will to fight - the belief in one’s cause
can often be enough to hold the day or at least cause
havoc in the enemy force.

The Rising also gives lessons on what not to do.
Planning and preparation are essential to any mili-
tary plan and the action at St Stephen’s Green is an
example of how misinterpreting the function of a tac-
tical defensive tool can be disastrous.

The insurgents dug themselves in to the ground
within the Green, emulating the trenches of the
European battlefields that were represented daily in
the media. Designed for open land this idea doesn’t
work within the confines of a built-up area. This was
highlighted when the British took over adjacent tall
buildings and had a bird’s eye view into the trenches,
causing the insurgents to withdraw to the College of
Surgeons after sustaining several casualties.

Trench warfare, however, was just one facet of
contemporary military doctrine that the insurgents
tried to emulate. The British used artillery as they
advanced, to prepare the ground and dislodge
defenders in the large area around Sackville Street
(O’Connell Street). Some 1916 defenders, however,
had instruction in the basic fundamentals of FIBUA
tactics, such as burrowing through buildings without
exposing themselves to enemy fire, and the shelling
turned the environment to the defenders’ advantage.
As the rubble mounted it became a defensive fea-
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Bringing History to Life

Above: The grave of Roger
Casement in Glasnevin
Cemetery, Dublin.



many direct connections between the Defence
Forces of today and the people that started Ireland
on the road to independence. Many of these people
were not superhuman, but ordinary men and women
who wanted change.

The second tour was around the city centre.
Having lived in Dublin for the last 11 years I was
amazed how much history is right under our noses.
Many places in the city still bear the battle scars of
1916. How many of us have walked through St
Stephen’s Green and not noticed the outline of the
trenches of the Irish Volunteers? Or have gone shop-
ping in town without noticing the bullet holes that are
still on buildings. An example of this is the battle
damage on the O’Connell monument and College of
Surgeons.

From a soldier’s perspective the tactics and par-
ticular the FIBUA aspect of the Rising are of great
interest. An interesting fact is that the Volunteers
had to make their own way into the city centre before
the Rising, many of them travelling in from out-lying
areas on trams with their weapons under their coats.
In modern terms this would be the equivalent of
going into battle on the Luas!

Other interesting facts emerged, such as that
prior to the Battle of Mount St Bridge, where less
than a dozen Volunteers held off a full battalion for
nine hours and inflicted 234 casualties, many of these
British soldiers had been addressing the locals in
French on their way from Dun Laoghaire as they had
thought they had arrived in France to fight in the
Great War.

By the end of the tour I really felt that as member of
the Irish Defence Forces I could trace a direct line to
the men and woman who helped form the Irish State.
As a training NCO, I also found the tours of great
benefit both to the students and the instructors. It
helped me to realise that when you wear the uniform
of the Irish Defence Forces you’re playing your part in
the continuing development of Ireland’s history.’■

Museum, to assist with the historical site visits.
These included guided tours of Kilmainham Gaol,
Arbour Hill, and Glasnevin Cemetery, with Armn
Whelan providing the narrative from a military per-
spective.

The success of this collaboration and the positive
feedback from the students led the MTS to expand
this programme of visits and incorporate them with
the history lectures and the leadership case-studies
on the Potential NCO course syllabus. This was well
received by the students, who researched the Irish
rebel leaders prior to the visits, giving them a greater
appreciation of the facts during the tours.

The feedback from the end-of-course debrief was
very positive and the MTS hopes to incorporate this
method of instruction into the new PNCO course 
syllabus.

Sgt Jim O’Neill was the platoon sergeant with the
course and provided the following debrief from a per-
sonal perspective:

‘In June 2005 as part of my role as platoon ser-
geant with the PNCO course, I attended two lecture
tours conducted by Armn Michael Whelan, whose
knowledge of his subject is second to none.

Being from Northern Ireland I had an extremely
limited knowledge of 1916 or of the formation of the
Irish Republic. At school I had never covered any his-
tory of the Irish Republic as we had concentrated on
Northern Ireland’s history and world history. When I
joined the Defence Forces (over 18 years ago now)
once again I was never taught any history of the
organisation or the formation of the State. In fact it
almost seemed to be a taboo subject. 

The first tour was to Glasnevin and Arbour Hill
cemeteries. What struck me over the day was that
much of the history of the State could be traced to
Glasnevin Cemetery. Mainly because the majority of
people that got Ireland its independence are buried
there.

What struck me most about the day were the
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Above right:
A view south down
Northumberland Road from
Clanwilliam House on Mount
Street Bridge. 
(Bureau of Military History.)

children were staying in Dublin because of her fears
of German Zeppelin raids.) Frederick happily
embraced and hugged his family on the side of the
road. Minutes later he was among the first of his bat-
talion to die when it came under withering fire from
the Volunteer positions in the bridge area. Captain
Dietrichsen was ‘mentioned in dispatches’ and is
buried in Dean’s Grange Cemetery. 234 members of
the Sherwood Foresters were either killed or 
wounded at Mount Street Bridge. Of the 140,000 men
who served with the Notts and Derby Regiment 
during the Great War, over 11,000 were either killed 
or died of wounds. 

Lieutenant Michael Malone, who was 28, was a
carpenter by profession and a member of C Company,
3rd Battalion of the Dublin Brigade of the Irish
Volunteers. On Easter Monday he was in charge of a
section of Volunteers ordered to defend the crossing
of the Grand Canal at Mount Street Bridge. Knowing
the area intimately Malone quickly deployed his tiny
force and prepared to face an attack by two British
Army battalions. When he saw how young two of the
Volunteers manning No 25 Northumberland Road
were, he quietly sent them home and with Volunteer
James Grace set about the defence of this key posi-
tion. On Wednesday the two men held off the main

T
he defence of Mount Street Bridge, during which
a handful of Volunteers held up a vastly superior
British force, is one of the most remarkable
engagements of the Easter Rising. However,

when we look at such events we sometimes lose
sight of the stories of the ordinary soldiers who take
part in them. This is the story of two soldiers who
fought and died on opposite sides on that day. It
shows the human dimension of an intense and
bloody action that took place in a quiet leafy Dublin
suburb.

Captain Frederick Christian Dietrichsen was
adjutant of the 2nd/7th Battalion of the Sherwood
Foresters (Notts and Derby Regiment). His unit was
popularly known as the Robin Hoods and was part of
the Territorial Army establishment of a regiment that
underwent considerable expansion after the outbreak
of the Great War. The battalion was among those
hastily sent from England to deal with the Rising.
Frederick Dietrichsen, who was 33, practised as a
barrister in Nottingham before his unit was
mobilised. As he approached Mount Street Bridge
with the advance guard of the column, he was sur-
prised and delighted to find his wife Beatrice and
their two children among those waving and welcom-
ing the arrival of the troops. (Beatrice and the 
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In this article Comdt Liam
Campbell (CAOGA) attempts to
put the flesh back on to the
bones of two men who died on
opposing sides of the conflict 
at Mount Street Bridge.

A Tale of 
Two Soldiers

British attack for five hours. Lieutenant Malone died
defending his position and although Volunteer Grace
managed to escape he was later captured. Three
other Volunteers were killed defending the bridge. 
A party of British soldiers buried the remains of
Michael Malone in the garden of No 25. At their
request Father Wall from nearby Haddington Road
Church officiated at the burial. Two weeks later
Lieutenant Malone’s remains were re-interred in
Glasnevin Cemetery. Less than a year earlier, on 24th
May 1915, Michael’s brother William had been killed in
action in Belgium while serving as a sergeant with
the 2nd Battalion, the Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Today Northumberland Road and Mount Street
Bridge are part of the traffic system that carries
commuters into the centre of Dublin City. The only
evidence that a military action took place ninety
years ago in this commercial and residential area is a
faded, weather-beaten memorial at the bridge. It
would seem that the story of Mount Street Bridge,
and particularly of the men of both sides who fought
and died there in late April 1916, has all but disap-
peared from memory.■

Above: 
Captain Frederick Dietrichsen,
2nd/7th Battalion, The Sherwood
Foresters.
(Daily Sketch, Tue 2nd May 1916)

Below:
Lt Michael Malone, C Company,
3rd Battalion, The Dublin Brigade.
(Dublin Brigade Review)



their arrival in Ireland; and that ample supplies of
arms, ammunition, and light artillery would be made
available from Germany"3

However, when MacCurtain held his conference
on 9 April he was still completely unaware that the
Easter mobilisation also involved launching an
armed insurrection. It wasn’t until Monday 17 April,
when Brigid Foley from Cuman na mBan arrived from
Dublin with a sealed despatch from Seán
MacDiarmada, that MacCurtain was made fully
aware of the Military Council's real intentions.

MacCurtain was astounded, and Seán Murphy
recalled that the following day MacCurtain sent
Terence MacSwiney's sister Eithne to Dublin with a
letter seeking an immediate meeting of the Military
Council at which either MacSwiney or himself would
attend and speak4. 

However, upon arrival in Dublin MacSwiney only
succeeded in meeting Tom Clarke. He told her to
return to Cork immediately and tell the brigade offi-
cers that under no circumstances were any of them to
leave the city and all they were required to do was to
carry out the orders which had already been issued.
In a follow-up move Brigid Foley was again sent to
Cork on Wednesday with another dispatch from
MacDiarmada confirming the role the Cork Brigade
was expected to play in the days immediately ahead.
As far as the Military Council were concerned there
would be no going back and the "Castle Document"
was circulated in Dublin in order to deceive MacNeill
and secure substantial Volunteer mobilisation.

From MacCurtain’s perspective this situation was
anything but satisfactory as he now found himself
effectively trying to operate within parallel chains of
command. On the one hand he was the Brigade
Commander of the Cork Brigade of the Irish
Volunteers and took his orders from the Volunteer's
Chief of Staff Eoin MacNeill. On the other he was also
a member of the IRB and subject to the authority of
the Supreme Council. However, he was not a member
of the Military Council and had not been involved in
the planning process for an armed rebellion. His
orders for Easter Sunday had already been issued and
now he was faced with the impossible task of convert-

On Sunday 9 April 1916 Tomás MacCurtain, the
commanding officer of the Cork Brigade of Irish
Volunteers held a unit commander’s conference
at his headquarters in the Volunteer Hall on

Sheares Street in Cork City. MacCurtain’s primary
task that Sunday was to finalise plans for his unit’s
participation in the forthcoming ‘Easter Manoeuvres’1

in accordance with a general order issued six days
earlier by Patrick Pearse, the Volunteers’ Director of
Operation. According to this plan the Cork Brigade
would assemble at eight different concentration
points, before occupying positions running along a
north-south line from Newmarket to the Boggera
Mountains and westward to the Cork-Kerry border.
This would establish a defensive perimeter to enable
the secure landing of German arms on the Kerry
coast on Easter Sunday.

This would be the most ambitious and dangerous
operation undertaken by the Cork Brigade since its
formation in December 1913. During the conference
MacCurtain checked the inventory of arms and
ammunition and informed the officers of their
respective tasks and the concentration points to
which each company would march on Easter Sunday
morning. As there was a distinct possibility of inter-
ference by Crown forces MacCurtain stressed the
importance of carrying out orders and also directed
that all available arms and ammunition should be
brought out and that all Volunteers should parade
with overcoats, blankets and two days rations. By
the time the meeting finished the officers of the
Cork Brigade were acutely aware of their responsi-
bilities and of the dangers that lay ahead.2

There had long been expectation in Cork that
some sort of military action was in the offing, espe-
cially if the British authorities attempted to forcibly
disarm the Volunteers or introduce conscription.
Seán Murphy, the Brigade Quartermaster, later
recalled that in the preceding 12 months "Dublin offi-
cers from Volunteer Headquarters frequently visited
and informed the brigade staff officers that Roger
Casement had recruited an Irish Brigade in Germany
from Irishmen who were prisoners of war there; that
the Volunteers would be officered by these men on
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Events Outside Dubin
The Situation in Cork

What was happening in the rest of the country
while the fighting was going on in Dublin? 
In this feature Comdt Brendan O’Shea and 
CQMS Gerry White take a look at the events in
Cork and give us an insight into the utter 
confusion that reigned in the wake of a series 
of conflicting orders emanating from Dublin.

Thomas McCurtain,
Commanding Officer  of the Cork
Brigade of Irish Volunteers.

Volunteer Hall, Sheares Street –
Cork Brigade Headquarers.

Below centre:
Officers of the Cork Brigade with
Seán McDermott and Herbert
Moore Pim (seated third and
fourth from left) outside Sheares
Street in 1915.



As MacCurtain and MacSwiney were setting off to
meet O’Connell at his hotel and bring him up to date,
Jim Ryan arrived with MacDiarmada’s second dis-
patch confirming that the rebellion would go ahead,
causing MacCurtain to respond in frustation: "Tell
Seán we’ll blaze away as long as the stuff lasts"5. 

While MacCurtain turned his attention to imple-
menting the original plan, or as much of it as he
clearly understood, news of Casement's capture and
the sinking of the Aud reached MacNeill in Dublin on
Easter Saturday afternoon. Convinced an insurrec-
tion stood no chance of success, he immediately
issued new instructions cancelling all previous
orders issued to the Volunteers for Easter Sunday.
He also instructed Jim Ryan, who had just returned
from Cork, to head south again.

The problem now was time. By Saturday evening
Cork Volunteers were already on the move. Many
were availing of a last opportunity to attend confes-
sion, while in the city all available arms, ammunition
and supplies were moved from safe houses to the
Volunteer Hall, which by now had an armed guard
placed upon it. 

The first Cork Volunteers to mobilise were 15 men
from the Cobh Company, commanded by Captain
Michael Leahy, who made their way to the Volunteer
Hall on Saturday evening and took over guard duty
from the city Volunteers. They were later joined by 27
men from the Dungourney Company under the com-
mand of Captain Maurice Ahern.

As dawn broke on Easter Sunday, Volunteers from
all over the county rose, had breakfast, said farewell
to their loved ones, and set out for their designated
assembly points. 

In the Volunteer Hall the Brigade Quartermaster
spent the morning distributing first aid kits and other
items of equipment. Speculation was rife about the
‘manoeuvres' and when Volunteer Dan Donovan of C
Company saw the first-aid kits being distributed, fol-
lowed by tins of Oxo cubes, he turned to a comrade
and remarked: "This looks like the real thing."6 When
all supplies had been issued the Volunteers ‘fell-in’
outside their headquarters and marched off to the
Capwell Railway Station where they boarded a train
for Crookstown.

The main body had barely left when Jim Ryan
arrived from Dublin and delivered a copy of
MacNeill's latest countermanding order to
MacCurtain who was just about to leave by car. 

The Brigade Commander was now placed in an
impossible position. All over the county his men
were marching to their concentration points. He was
also acutely aware that in the absence of a national
uprising any possible confrontation with Crown
forces would be guaranteed to fail. The situation was
fraught with danger. MacCurtain decided his only
possible course of action was to permit his men to
proceed to their concentration points as planned,
and once assembled he would then order them to
stand down. His only consolation at this point was
that the insurrection plan had still not been dis-
closed to his men and this would enable him to justi-
fy the day's activity as a training exercise. 

As heavy rain began that afternoon MacCurtain,
accompanied by MacSwiney and Bob Hales, set off
for West Cork. His first stop was near Crookstown
where he dispatched orders for the column marching
to Macroom to stand down upon arrival. He moved
on to Bweeing in North Cork, by way of Inchigeela,
standing down the Volunteers concentrated at these
locations.

The officers in charge of other concentration points
had already been told to stand down if no further
instructions were forthcoming. Consequently the

ing a defensive ‘manoeuvre’ into offensive military
action. Then on Thursday he received MacNeill’s
orders responding to the Castle Document (which at
that time was believed to be genuine) placing the
entire Volunteer organisation on a defensive footing. 

When MacNeill discovered this subterfuge and
that the IRB intended to rise on Easter Sunday, he
dispatched Commandant JJ O’Connell to Cork on
Good Friday morning with orders to take command of
the Volunteers in Munster and to only take defensive
measures. However, while O’Connell was en route
Pearse and MacDiarmada informed MacNeill that the
German arms shipment was on its way and persuad-
ed that it was too late to stop the rebellion. MacNeill
then countermanded his previous order and
MacDiarmada immediately sent Jim Ryan to Cork to
inform MacCurtain that the Easter Sunday operation
would proceed as originally planned. This meant that
two different orders were now on their way south
separated by about six hours. 

When O’Connell arrived in Cork on Friday after-
noon he met MacCurtain and MacSwiney and
informed them of MacNeill’s first order in relation to
defensive measures. However, while this meeting
was taking place copies of MacCurtain’s original
mobilisation orders were being delivered to the
Eyeries and Kenmare companies of the Kerry Brigade
by Fred Murray.

However Murray's journey to Kerry was not wast-
ed because while returning home by train he discov-
ered that both Casement and the Aud had been cap-
tured. Upon arrival in Cork in the early hours of
Saturday morning he raced to the Volunteer Hall to
brief MacCurtain.
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Above: Sir Roger Casement (top
centrre) on board submarine U19.

Below: The Aud, the ill-fated
German arms vessel.



them that he had no intention of initiating military
action but would defend his position if attacked.

Satisfied that violence was not about to break out
immediately Butterfield and Colholan began a
sequence of negotiation, having assured MacCurtain
they had the capability to secure some sort of agree-
ment with General Strafford.

Easter Tuesday saw an intensification of the fight-
ing in Dublin but in Cork all remained quiet. However,
news of the rebellion was spreading throughout the
county. Some company commanders managed to
mobilise small numbers but in the absence of any
concrete information they decided to remain in their
respective locations and await further orders.

MacCurtain remained in his headquarters waiting
for further contact with the Lord Mayor and the
Bishop but none was made. Instead, early on
Wednesday morning he received reports that under
cover of darkness the British army had deployed
artillery on the hill of Gurranabraher and positioned
a number of machine guns in the Malt House, directly
opposite the Volunteer Hall. He then received a visit
from the City Coroner, William Murphy, who asked
that no military action be taken until Butterfield and
Coholan returned. There was nothing to do but wait.

Throughout Wednesday and Thursday Butterfield
and Coholan negotiated with the British authorities
until an agreement was reached with Captain Dickie
whereby the Volunteers would hand up their arms to
the Lord Mayor for safekeeping on the following
Monday. In return, no action would be taken against
the Volunteers.

On Friday Butterfield and Coholan agreed these
terms with MacCurtain. However, he sought clarifi-
cation on a number of points: Would the military
authorities ensure that the matter was kept out of the
press? Would the arms handed in be returned to the
Volunteers once the crisis was over? Would the RIC
cease harassing his men? And would MacCurtain
and MacSwiney be permitted to visit Volunteers in
Limerick and Kerry to inform them of the situation in
Cork and recommend acceptance of similar terms?
These queries were transmitted to General Stafford.

Later that night Captain Dickie met with Bishop
Coholan at his residence and informed him that as
far as the GOC was concerned the arms would be
returned once the crisis has passed but that he
couldn’t speak for Parliament or the civil authority.
He also stated that the GOC would use his influence
to curb the activities of the RIC and to ensure that
the terms of the agreement were kept out of the
press. He would also issue the travel permits
requested by MacCurtain, and if these terms were
accepted he would agree to a general amnesty for all
the Volunteers in his area, other than those found in
treasonable correspondence with the enemy.7

Satisfied with this news Butterfield, accompanied
by Dickie, immediately returned to the Volunteer Hall
and met MacCurtain, MacSwiney, and Seán
O’Sullivan, the officer commanding the Cork City
Battalion. The five of them sat around the fire in deep
discussion until five o’clock on Saturday morning
when the Volunteer leaders finally decided to agree
to the terms. 

Having spent the night without sleep, and agonis-
ing over his decision, MacCurtain, with MacSwiney,
left Cork the following morning on the eight o’clock
train to keep his part of the bargain, unaware that this
comrades in Dublin were on the verge of surrender.

They were also unaware that the Cork Consitution
was carrying a report claiming that ‘The Cork Sinn
Feiners have handed up their rifles to the police.’8

This was a flagrant breech of the terms agreed just
hours before and caused considerable unrest
amongst the Volunteers. The situation was made

Volunteers of the Cork Brigade set off for home con-
fused, dismayed, and soaked to the skin, with green
dye from their Volunteer hats running down their faces. 

By now MacCurtain was completely frustrated
with the day's events and also with the confusion
emanating from Dublin. He decided to go Ballingeary
to confer with Seán O’Hegarty but the headlights on
his car failed forcing the group to spend Sunday
night at Carrigadrohid. At first light on Easter
Monday morning they set off for Ballingeary and
spent the day discussing developments with
O’Hegarty before beginning the return journey to
Cork some time after eight o’clock that evening. 

At this point MacCurtain and MacSwiney were
completely unaware that the Rising had started in
Dublin, but the brigade staff officers in the city had
heard a variety of reports indicating that some form
of insurrection was underway. Unsure what action to
take they responded by barricading the Volunteer
Hall, posting scouts at strategic points within the
city to report any movement of Crown forces, and a
messenger complete with bicycle was dispatched on
the train to Macroom in an attempt to find their com-
manding officer. 

It was only on reaching the outskirts of the city
and a chance meeting with a Volunteer that
MacCurtain and MacSwiney became aware of what
was happening in Dublin. Shocked and bewildered
they went directly to Sheares Street where on enter-
ing the hall MacCurtain was handed a message from
Pearse that had been brought to Cork that day by
Mary Perolz, a member of the Dublin Cumann na
mBan. Written on the flyleaf of a small pocket diary
the message was simple. It read: "We start at noon
on Monday", and was signed ‘P.H.P.’ 

The Brigade Commander considered his situation.
His men had just returned home from a gruelling day
on Easter Sunday, during which the majority had
been soaked to the skin, and at least one day's 
supplies had been expended. The expected German
arms were deep underwater. He had no effective
communications with Dublin. He had no idea what, 
if anything, was going on in the rest of the country.
He had no reliable intelligence reports from which 
to make any deductions. His brigade was completely
dispersed and even if he did manage to mobilise
some of them they would provide no opposition to
the combined firepower of the British Army and RIC.

With a hostile crowd gathered outside his head-
quarters, and the British Army in Victoria Barracks
preparing to move against him, MacCurtain knew he
had no room to manoeuvre. In the absence of any
clear orders or information from Dublin he decided
his best course of action was not to confuse his men
any further and concentrate instead on defending his
own headquarters against attack, which if nothing
else was consistent with his previous instructions
from MacNeill. 

In the meantime, unknown to MacCurtain, the
Lord Mayor of Cork, Councillor TC Butterfield, had
already commenced an initiative to prevent an out-
break of hostilities in the city. Together with George
Crosbie, a leading businessman and prominent mem-
ber of the National Volunteers, Butterfield contacted
Brigadier General Stafford, the General Officer
Commanding in Cork. They suggested that before
any attempt was made to capture the Volunteer Hall
by force an attempt should be made to persuade the
Volunteers to hand over their weapons peacefully,
thus avoiding casualties or damage to the city.
Stafford agreed and appointed his ADC, Captain
Wallace Dickie, to take charge of negotiations.
Butterfield called on the Assistant Bishop of Cork,
Dr Daniel Coholan, and together they went to the
Volunteer Hall and met MacCurtain, who assured
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…it was in
Frongoch that the
leaders of the Cork
Brigade joined other
leading Volunteers
like Michael Collins in
analysing the failure
of the rebellion both
in Dublin and
throughout the 
country. They were all
agreed that when the
next phase of
Ireland’s fight for
freedom commenced
it would be fought in
a totally different
manner to that
employed at Easter
1916 – and this time
the Volunteers of the
Cork Brigade would
play a pivotal role.

Butterfield and Coholan, soldiers from Victoria
Barracks raided the home of the Lord Mayor on the
South Mall and confiscated the handed-in weapons
for ‘safe-keeping’.

On 4 May the Kent brothers were court martialled.
William was acquitted but David and Thomas were
sentenced to death. David’s sentence was eventually
commuted to five years penal servitude but Thomas
was shot at dawn on the morning of 9 May, having
requested that no Irishman should be included in his
firing squad. 

Two days later MacCurtain was arrested again
and locked up in the Detention Barracks with over
140 other Volunteers from the Cork Brigade. They
remained there until 22 May when they were sent to
Dublin to join their fellow insurgents in Richmond
Barracks.

On 1 June they were put on a cattle ship and sent
to Britain where they were divided into two groups –
one sent to Wakefield Detention Barracks and the
other to Knutsford Prison. Later that month many
were transferred to an interment camp in Frongoch in
North Wales, and it was there that the Irish internees
established their ‘University of Revolution’ with class-
es being given in Irish history, language and culture.

More importantly it was in Frongoch that the lead-
ers of the Cork Brigade joined other leading
Volunteers like Michael Collins in analysing the fail-
ure of the rebellion both in Dublin and throughout the
country. They were all agreed that when the next
phase of Ireland’s fight for freedom commenced it
would be fought in a totally different manner to that
employed at Easter 1916 – and this time the Volunteers
of the Cork Brigade would play a pivotal role.■
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worse later that night when Captain Dickie arrived at
Volunteer Hall to see MacCurtain on his return from
Limerick, demanding that all arms were now to be
handed up by midnight on Sunday – not on Monday
as previously agreed.

MacCurtain was incensed by these breaches of the
terms and the following morning, accompanied by
MacSwiney, he met with the Bishop and Lord Mayor to
inform them that under the current circumstances he
couldn’t possibly ask his men to handover their arms.
After lengthy debate Coholan persuaded MacCurtain
to put the matter before a general meeting of the
Volunteers on Monday night, at which time both he
and the Lord Mayor would address them, and Captain
Dickie was informed of the latest arrangements. 

While these discussions were taking place, and
without MacCurtain’s knowledge some members of
the Cork Brigade did manage to take minor offensive
military action. A small party of Volunteers appre-
hended, searched and threatened Sergeant Crean of
the RIC at Ballinadee in West Cork. They then cut the
telegraph wires between Clonakilty and the War
Signal Station at Galley Head9.

In the wake of this activity Coholan received a
phone call from Dickie on Monday afternoon inform-
ing him that all guarantees previously given by the
British authorities were now withdrawn. When the
Bishop protested vehemently Dickie assured him
that although the formal guarantees were withdrawn,
the arrangements agreed would proceed10.

Around 140 Volunteers gathered in the Hall that
night heard Butterfield and Coholan urge acceptance
of the agreement. In the subsequent vote 90% of
those present voted in favour of the agreement and
once the meeting ended some immediately marched
down to the Lord Mayor’s home at 68 South Mall and
handed in their weapons.

Those who disagreed either retained their arms at
secret locations around the city or removed the firing
pins to render the weapons they did hand in unser-
viceable.11 While the leaders of the Cork Brigade
were disappointed that they had failed to take part in
the Rising they were also glad that their week-long
crisis had come to a peaceful conclusion. However,
appearances can be deceiving and the following day
all of this would change. 

MacCurtain and his staff genuinely expected the
British authorities to honour the terms of the agree-
ment but General Sir John Maxwell had other ideas.
On Tuesday 2 May the homes of known Volunteers
were raided across the city with MacCurtain, his
brother Seán and nine others were arrested and
incarcerated in the County Gaol, although the Lord
Mayor later managed to negotiate their freedom.12

That same day the last major incident of the
Rising occurred when a party of armed constables
surrounded the home of the Kent family at
Castlelyons, County Cork, to arrest the Volunteer
brothers Thomas, David, Richard, and William Kent.
When the RIC called upon the brothers to surrender
they refused and a gun battle ensued during which
Head Constable Rowe was killed and several of his
colleagues wounded. David Kent was also seriously
injured losing two fingers and receiving a gunshot
wound in his side. The battle lasted for three hours
before the Kent’s ammunition ran out forcing them to
surrender. After the surrender Richard attempted to
escape only to be shot and mortally wounded. The
remaining brothers, William, David and Thomas, were
arrested and taken to the Military Detention
Barracks in Cork City to await court martial.

The next day the executions of the Rising’s lead-
ers commenced in Dublin, while Volunteers contin-
ued to be arrested in Cork City and county. In a fur-
ther breach of the agreement hammered out with
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Thomas Kent, excuted brother of
David, Richard and William
whose home in Castlelyons,
County Cork saw the last action
of the Rebellion.



Above: JV Lawless (19), taken in
early 1917, after his release from
from Frongoch, with a rifle cap-
tured at Ashbourne.

remaining section would remain in camp to collect
supplies each day … all section duties to rotate each
day".

On the eve of the fight the unit camped at a dis-
used farmhouse about two miles south of
Garristown. Based on reports that troops with field
artillery were preparing to move by rail from Athlone
to Dublin the unit "planned an attack on the Midland
Great Western Railway near Batterstown, about ten
miles from our present position … and if we could
interrupt the line it might provide scope for our 
further activity in harassing tactics".

On Friday the unit departed for Batterstown and
"moved cautiously towards the crossing of the main
Dublin-Slane road known as Rathcross". Having
arrived at Rathcross RIC Barracks, scouts from the
advance guard reported that it "appeared to have
been reinforced, and was being placed in a state of
defence". A barricade was also being erected across
the road. The advance guard managed to capture two
policemen working on the barricade and disarmed
them. Ashe moved forward in full view to make a
"demand for surrender, pointing out that he had the
place surrounded and that he would, if necessary,
destroy the barracks". Shots came from the barracks
in reply and this resulted in a "siege of the barracks
with both attackers and defenders husbanding their
ammunition, only hazarding a shot or two now and
then". However as the fighting escalated so did the
confusion to the extent that "to our great surprise
and my considerable discomfiture the force we had
thought to be the enemy reinforcements and
exchanged shots with, were, in fact, our own fourth
section, under my father". (Francis Lawless, my

A
s we commemorate the 90th Anniversary of the
Easter 1916 Rising it is timely for me to reflect on
my own family’s involvement, particularly that of
my grandfather Joseph Vincent Lawless through

a statement he submitted in 1954 to the Bureau of
Military History. 

The Irish Volunteer Movement began in November
1913 and Joseph Lawless, who was an engineering
apprentice in Dublin, joined C Company, 1st Battalion,
Dublin Brigade. The focus of this article is on his
account of the fight at Ashbourne on Friday 28th April
1916, involving the 5th Battalion of the Dublin Brigade
of which he was then a member. Thomas Ashe was
the commanding officer, with Joseph’s father, Frank
Lawless, acting as quartermaster and Dr Dick Hayes
as adjutant and medical officer. Second-in-Command
was Richard Mulcahy. The unit numbered approxi-
mately fifty and was "formed into sections of 11 to 12
men with one junior officer commanding each section,
while the remaining four officers formed the head-
quarters staff. The commanders of the sections were:
No 1, Charlie Weston; No 2, Joseph Lawless; No 3,
Ned Rooney; and No 4, Jim Lawless." (Jim Lawless
was my grandfather’s uncle.)

“In the days preceding the engagement the unit
was involved "in a series of lightning raids upon RIC.
barracks and communications in the area, with the
threefold purpose of collecting some much-needed
arms, hampering enemy movements, and drawing
some enemy attentions away from the hard-pressed
Volunteers fighting in the city". For the raids the rou-
tine was: "One section as advance guard, one sec-
tion as a main body with the commanding officer and
staff, and one section to act as a rearguard. The
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Personal
Recollections

ASHBOURNE

In this article Comdt Frank
Lawless, Chief Instructor in the
Cadet School, introduces us to his
grandfather’s account of the fight
at Ashbourne during the Rising.

Map of the Area of
Operations, drawn
by JV Lawless



Knutsford and Frongoch until Christmas 1916. During
the War of Independence he was interned initially in
Arbour Hill and then in the Curragh. He escaped
from the Curragh in October 1921. On the foundation
of the Irish Free State he joined the army, serving in
the Transport Corps and then in the Armoured Car
Corps, subsequently renamed the Cavalry Corps. In
1940, with Comdt AW Mayne, he designed and super-
vised the production of the Ford Light Armoured
Cars. These vehicles were later deployed to the
Congo and, under Joseph’s son, Captain Frank
Lawless (who like his father subsequently became
Director of Cavalry), saw action at the capture of The
Tunnel at Elizabethville. Colonel JV Lawless retired
as Director of Cavalry in 1958.■

grandfather’s father, the unit quartermaster, was with
his brother Jim’s section during this part of the
action). Following a fight that lasted five-and-a-half
hours fifteen policemen, including a district inspec-
tor, surrendered.

"The official British casualty list gave the names
of two officers, two sergeants and four constables
killed … in addition to those killed, the names of fif-
teen police are listed as wounded". On the Volunteer
side two were killed and five wounded. The success
of the operation served to boost the morale of the
Volunteers as they "had come through the test of bat-
tle victoriously, and victoriously against a better
armed and well-trained force of twice our number".

After the Rising my grandfather was interned in
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operation served to
boost the morale of
the Volunteers as they
"had come through the
test of battle victori-
ously, and victoriously
against a better armed
and well-trained force
of twice our number".

Volunteer Patick O’Neill, Four
Courts Garrison, and (below) his
pen and ink drawing of the Fourt
Courts taken from  his personal
diary.

THE FOUR COURTS — EASTER 1916
In this section Comdt David O’Neill (OiC Defence Forces
Printing Press) introduces us to the diary of his grandfather
who was a Volunteer in the Four Courts Garrison. 

I
never knew my grandfather, Patrick Francis O’Neill,
but I am grateful that he left a comprehensive
account of his years as a member of the Irish
Volunteers. His description of their activities at

unit level provides a detailed view of the unique
experiences of the time.

Patrick O’Neill was born in 1896 and grew up in
Townsend Street in Dublin’s inner city. At the age of
sixteen he joined the Gaelic League and later, in a
spirit of adventure and nationalism, he enlisted in 
C Coy, 1st Bn, Dublin Brigade of the Irish Volunteers.
The following extracts are from his account of the
events of Easter Week, 1916.

Easter Monday
Crossing O’Connell Bridge I see a mobiliser of B
Coy, whom I know. He stops me and tells me that
“the Battalion will parade at Blackhall St., orders as
those for Sunday – full equipment”

Later, Commandant Daly mounts the platform 
at the end of the hall and speaks “At 12 o’clock

today the Republic of Ireland will be proclaimed.
You will guard and hold the Republic by force of
arms…”

Tuesday
There is little shooting; the British are re-organis-
ing inside barracks, preparing their forces for an
attack on the Volunteer positions. Ammunition of
various kinds is packed for the chaps in North
King Street sector. North King Street is a maze of
barricades. The windows in all the houses are
sandbagged. Mattresses and bags of every
description have been used. Rifle barrels peep
out through the loopholed walls. Each barricade is
covered by at least a dozen rifles.

Wednesday
As evening approaches firing breaks out very
heavily. On this occasion C Coy received its first
casualty. Tom Allen being shot down by a sniper
when directing fire from the bridge barricade at



Peadar Clancy is
helping a figure
through the barrels
on the barricade. It
is an English soldier
– an officer! Duggan
and Daly are con-
versing in low tones.
Daly nods his head
and, turning to the
officer, says, “very
well, it is the for-
tune of war.” He
touches his hand to
his head in salute.
The British officer
clicks his heels and
returns the salute.
At this stage it did
not strike me that it
was surrender.

Shooting is continuous tonight. We are surrounded on
all sides. It is only a matter of time now.

Friday
We are tired, hungry and well nigh worn out by this.
One of our fellows loses his mind and has to be dis-
armed and put under restraint.

Saturday
The last day of the Rising dawns bright and clear.
We get a meal this morning of a mug of tea and a
heel of bread and butter. We stretch this meal out
by buying some chocolate in an ownerless shop at
the corner of May Lane. We go in, take what sweets
we want and drop the necessary coppers into the
till. I often wondered did the unknown owner ever
get them.

Peadar Clancy is helping a figure through the
barrels on the barricade. It is an English soldier –
an officer! Duggan and Daly are conversing in low
tones. Daly nods his head and, turning to the offi-
cer, says, “very well, it is the fortune of war.” He
touches his hand to his head in salute. The British
officer clicks his heels and returns the salute. At
this stage it did not strike me that it was surrender.

The diary continues with the surrender of the
Volunteers followed by internment in Knutsford 
and Frongoch. On his return to Ireland, Patrick
served as a member of an Active Service Unit of 
the Dublin Brigade during the War of Independence
and also worked on the Freeman’s Journal. He 
died in 1947.■

(Comdt O’Neill will produce the complete version of
his grandfather’s diary later this year. Interested read-
ers may obtain a copy through Military Archives,
Cathal Brugha Bks, Rathmines, Dublin 6.)

the end of Church Street. The Four Courts’ force is in
action all evening. King Street echoes and re-echoes
with the platoon firing. 

Thursday 
From my vantage point I can see clouds of smoke
belching up near Nelson’s Pillar. I must have shown
too much of myself on the roof for suddenly I am
under fire. Missiles sing through the air. A few tinkle
dully on the roof slates and roll down to where I
crouch. There is no further firing of course “the tar-
get” has moved down!

The British have forced their way down
Parliament Street and across Capel Street Bridge.
They have occupied several houses from the top
rooms of which they open a concentrated fire on the
Four Courts position. They will not advance in the
open. The welcome they got on Wednesday, when
they essayed to advance on Church Street Bridge, a
complete company moving in file with an ambulance
accompanying, have made them more careful. On
that occasion they lost heavily.

C Coy loses another man this evening. Joe
Brabazon is struck down by a sniper at the Bridge bar-
ricade. He is shot through the chest. He is conscious
when I speak to him as he is carried up to the
Richmond. He even tries to smile. Our barricade is now
under fire from the Little Mary Street – Dublin Market
direction. We fire volleys in reply. Their bullets sing
over us, well as long as they continue to sing over…

I am sent for extra ammunition to Father Matthew
Hall. The place is full of prisoners. A lot of them are
young men, their heads closely cropped. Last week
they were in England. They are confused and kept
away from the other prisoners who are mostly Irish
soldiers, picked up from here and there since Monday.
The English fellows first thought they were in France.
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Patrick O’Neill’s pen and ink
drawing of 1 Battalion Area of
Operations.



A British “Volunteer” stands
guard outside the GPO after
the surrender.

In Dublin an attempt was made to blow up the
bridge on the Great Northern Line at Donabate.

April 25th
In Galway WR a strong party of Irish Volunteers
assembled under arms and tore up the railway line
between Galway and Oranmore, cutting telegraph
wires and posts, and injuring the bridge at Oranmore.
Barricades were erected on the road at Clarenbridge
and motorcars were commandeered. Five police were
captured singly in the neighbourhood, and the rebels
opened fire on the police barracks at Clarenbridge
and Oranmore.

In Wexford the Ferns Company of Irish Volunteers
marched to Enniscorthy, where they joined the local
unit, and remained there until next day, when they
dispersed.

April 26th
At 4.15am a party of 23 RIC under the District
Inspector, with 10 military, left Galway to reconnoitre
and encountered a force of about 80 rebels at
Carnmore Cross Roads. In the brief encounter that
ensued the RIC had one man killed. The rebels
retreated and the combined party of police and sol-
diers took up a strong position outside Galway to
oppose Sinn Feiners advancing to attack the City.
In County Dublin the small parties of RIC at Swords
and Donabate Barracks were overpowered and
obliged to surrender, having lost one man.

April 27th
The West Galway rebels left the Agricultural
College, Athenry, and joined the East Galway party at
Moyode Castle. Desertions, however, began to thin
their ranks, and hearing next day that a large force of
military and RIC had arrived at Loughrea, a few miles
distant, they moved to Lime Park, dispersing as they
went along. 

In County Dublin the party of rebel Volunteers
from Swords and Donabate raided Garristown Police
Barracks, but the police had been already withdrawn,
taking their arms with them. They marched onto
Howth intending to cut the English cable, but finding
themselves opposed by 20 military and eight police,
and seeing two gunboats on their way from
Kingstown to Skerries with troops, they turned west,
and next day, 28th April, attacked the Police Barracks
at Ashbourne, Co Meath.

At 4am the Irish Volunteers at Enniscorthy, Co
Wexford, took possession of the town, cut the tele-
graph, commandeered provisions and motorcars, and
besieged the police barracks and the post office.

April 28th
In County Louth, 12 miles from Dundalk, a party of
rebels established themselves in a tower and com-
mandeered food, giving receipts for it in the name of
the Irish Republic, but they disbanded on the 30th.

April 30th
In West Cork, at Ballinadee, a party of Irish
Volunteers held up Sergeant Crean, RIC, on the road
and searched him, and threatened to shoot him if
seen near them again. On same night the telegraph
wires were cut between Clonakilty and the War
Signal Station at Galley Head, but this appears to
have been their only exploit.

May 1st
The Enniscorthy rebels surrendered to the military.
This was the final incident of the rebellion in the
provinces. ■
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A View from 
the Other Side

The country generally remained quiet, and in only
four counties, Dublin, Louth, Galway East and
West Ridings and Wexford did the Volunteers rise
up in arms. In a few others destructive acts were

committed, obviously intended to further the rising.

April 23rd
In Queen’s County on Easter Sunday night portion of
the railway line between Maryborough and Abbeyleix
was pulled up by a band of men, some of whom were
armed.

In Longford telegraph wires were cut in several
places.

In Dublin three men drove to the Selby Quarry
magazine at Brittas, took the key from the caretaker,
and went off with a quantity of gelignite to the Head
Quarters of the Citizen Army in Dublin.

In Louth a party of Irish Volunteers marched from
Dundalk to Slane and on the way took possession of 20
rifles, the property of the National Volunteers at Ardee.

April 24th
Easter Monday. This party returned from Slane as far
as Lurgan Green, near Dundalk, where they were
informed by a messenger that the Irish Republic had
been proclaimed in Dublin. They at once arrested two
of the Royal Irish Constabulary who had been keep-
ing a farmer who refused to stop. They proceeded to
the village of Castlebellingham. Here they obliged
Lieut Dunville, Grenadier Guards, to give up his
motor, placed him and Constable Magee against
some railings, and shot them both – the latter fell
mortally wounded. They then made off in the direc-
tion of Drogheda and thence to Slane.

In Kildare telegraph wires were also cut, and a
party of 14 Volunteers, armed, marched to Dublin; the
leader threatening to shoot a police patrol if they fol-
lowed them.

In Galway ER at Athenry the local Irish Volunteers
assembled in the Town Hall and it is believed they
spent the night making bombs.

In Waterford a goods train carrying ammunition
for the military at Queenstown ran over a gate, which
had been purposely placed on the rails close to
Dungarvan.

The following extracts are from
Intelligence Notes 1913 – 1916,
Chief Secretary’s Office, Dublin
Castle. These help to give an idea
of what was happening around
the country as seen through the
eyes of the British administration
in Ireland.



The richness of the collection allows one to exam-
ine, in some cases, numerous reports covering the
same action or engagement: sometimes by individu-
also reporting to opposing sides in the conflict. In
examining the action at Ashbourne, which is widely
regarded as one of the most significant military suc-
cesses of 1916 by the Volunteers, the collection con-
tains a number of depositions, a sample of which are
examined in this article to highlight the wealth and
value of this collection now available to historians of
this period.

•    •    •

Dr Richard Hayes was a member of the Fifth (Fingal)
Battalion of the Dublin Brigade. Originally the battal-
ion commandant, he reverted to adjutant after pro-
posing that Thomas Ashe should take over as com-
mandant as he was local centre of the Irish
Republican Brotherhood (IRB) and had close contact
with James Connolly.

The following extracts from Dr Hayes’s statement
(BMH WS 97) recount aspects of his involvement in
Ashbourne: 

On Thursday there were no special activities
except that we moved southwards, camping in
the evening at Borranstown between Garristown
and Ashbourne.

On Friday morning Ashe made arrangements to
carry out an order from HQ viz.- to destroy the
MGR line at Batterstown some ten miles away
and generally to create any diversion that might
impede enemy troops from moving on the city.
As a detail it was arranged, too, that the
Ashbourne police barracks, which lay on the
route to Batterstown, should be attacked. At
11am thirty-five men set out, leaving about a
dozen behind in the camp for foraging duty. An
hour and a half after starting, Rath Cross Roads
on the main Dublin – Ashbourne – Slane road
was approached. The barracks was about 100
yards from the cross.

Two volunteer scouts came hurrying back from
the cross roads to report that a barricade was
being erected in front of the barracks. The
advance guard accordingly moved cautiously
towards the cross and, sweeping down on the
two policemen at the barricade, made them pris-
oners. Ashe, arriving with Mulcahy and a small
squad of men in front of the barracks, called on
the occupants to surrender. The reply was a vol-
ley from inside.

•    •    •

John Austin of Ashbourne was an eye-witness to the
ensuing battle (BMH WS 904). He continues the story
in his account: 

Ashe went back to his men, got them under
cover, and the battle began in earnest. Sergeant
Toomey was in charge of the Barracks at the
time.

I now went towards Ashbourne and had only
gone a few hundred yards when the first volleys
were fired. Some of the rebels got on to the foot-
path along the road, behind the fence in front of
the Barracks and behind the fence on the oppo-

T
he Bureau of Military History was established by
Minister for Defence Oscar Traynor on 1 January
1947. Its objective was to ‘assemble and co-ordi-
nate material to form the basis for the compila-

tion of the history of the movement for Independence
from the formation of the Irish Volunteers on 25
November 1913 to the (signing of the Truce) 11 July
1921’.

Between 1947 and 1957 a collection of 1,773 wit-
ness statements (WS), 334 groups of contemporary
documents, 42 photographs, 12 voice recordings, and
a selection of press cuttings was assembled by the
Bureau from a variety of individuals who were largely
participants or witnesses to the events. Some well-
known contributors to the Bureau include George
Gavan Duffy, defence solicitor for Roger Casement
and President of the High Court (1936-1951), Cahir
Davitt, High Court judge and son of the agrarian agi-
tator and nationalist Michael Davitt, Thomas
Johnson, trade unionist and politician, and Seán T
O’Ceallaigh, President of Éire (1945-1949) and
President of the Republic of Ireland (1949-1959).

The majority of the contributors, however, were
the ordinary men and women involved in the move-
ment for independence. 

The Bureau of Military History collection is one of
the most formidable collections of material covering
the revolutionary period deposited in archives in the
state. It was transferred into the custody of the
Military Archives under government instruction
where it was processed and released for public
inspection in March 2003. 
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FROM THE ARCHIVES:

The Ashbourne
Engagement

In this article Comdt Victor Laing,
Sgt Christy Donovan and Pte Alan
Manning (Military Archives) opens
the door on the Bureau of Military
History and uses the events in
Ashbourne in 1916 to illustrate
how documents in the Bureau can
bring the past to life.



the road where the fighting was taking place.
Matt Gargan, George Stafford and Charley
Brindley were also on this hill. Brindley and
Gargan had field glasses. We could see the
police reinforcements arriving, the police getting
out of their cars and taking cover on the sides of
the road. 

•    •    •

Eugene Bratton of Mucknagh, Killoe, County
Longford, was an Royal Irish Constabulary (RIC)
constable in County Meath at the time. His state-
ment (BMH WS 467) recalls:

On reaching a point above Kilmoon we pulled up
and the D(istrict ) I(nspector) spoke to a man on
the road. This man pointed with his hand and
said ‘They (meaning the rebels) are all along that
road.’ We started again immediately and did our
best to get up to the Co(unty ) Inspector to warn
him, but the other drivers in front would not give
way to us and I could not get up to the front.
When we approached the barracks at Ashbourne
all the cars stopped; the men jumped out and
took cover. There was no shooting at this time
and this did not start until a brief space of time
had elapsed. 

…Firing was continuous and general by now. I
was not armed and in civilian clothes. After
some time I moved back towards Kilmoon and
after travelling about two hundred yards I was
held up by a party of rebels who were behind the
road ditch in our rear. Just at this moment a 
volley was fired in our direction. The rebels
ducked for cover and I ducked too and out of
that position, showing them a clean pair of
heels. I kept going towards Kilmoon and after
travelling some distance I got out on to the
road. I secured a bicycle from a house there and
cycled to Balrath barracks and from there I
phoned Navan and Drogheda RIC Barracks and
told them what had happened. I then made my
way towards Ashbourne again, but no (sic) in
too much of a hurry. The police at Kilmoon had a
barricad (sic) across the road.

When I arrived back at the scene of the 
fighting, the first thing I saw was the DI’s whistle
on the road. I knew then that all was up with
him. The next thing I saw was the dead bodies of
seven of our men on the side of the road. I went
further down and I saw Tom Ashe. He had a
revolver in his hand and had his men under con-
trol. The wounded constables who numbered, 
I think, about thirteen, were being attended to by
Dr Hayes, who was member of Tom Ashe’s party.
Our cars were still in the same position, but
were badly shot up except perhaps the one
I was driving. 

I told Tom Ashe I wanted to bring home the
DI’s body and he agreed and made arrangements
for me to do so. The remainder of the police were
prisoners at this time. I got the DI’s body in to
the car and travelled back to his house outside
Navan with it, where I handed it over to his
unfortunate wife. As far as I can remember, Mrs
Smith had no previous knowledge of the death of
her husband until I arrived. A policeman’s wife
came out with me to Mrs Smith’s house.

•    •    •

site side of the road, while some others were on
the north side of the Barracks. Some were
behind a wall which was on the south-west side
of the crossroads. Another party went up the
road to Hamilton Hill and took up positions
there: it was here that Volunteer Crinnigan was
killed. Hamilton Hill is the elevated portion of
the main road, just a couple of hundred yards
north of the Cross of the Rath. Crinnigan tried
to cross the road and one of the policemen shot
him. Another man named Rafferty from Lusk
was also shot and died subsequently. 

During the time the fight was in progress, I
was on Lime kiln Hill, a small elevation near the
village, and from which you had a good view of
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and make the best of it. A few others who were
the youngest also went home. I left for home
immediately without my bicycle; he would not let
me take it, but told me to keep to the fields. 

On the following Monday the RIC from
Glasnevin came to the house and arrested me
and brought me to Glasnevin Police Bks. That
night I was brought by some of the Berkshire
Regiment to Trinity College, Dublin, and put into
a room there under guard.  There were a few
other fellows there that I did not know.

•    •    •

The sister of Thomas Ashe, Nora Aghas, recalled
some comments made by her brother in relation to
Ashbourne in her statement (BMH WS 645):

He (Ashe) got orders for the Rising from Pearse
and it was to him Pearse sent the order to sur-
render. Tomás who could not believe that the
news of the surrender was true because he
thought the rest of the Volunteers had been as
successful as they themselves had been, sent
Dick Mulcahy to Pearse to have it verified.

Tomás said the police who took part in the
fight at Ashbourne were not a bad lot at all. One
of them asked permission to go home to his sick
wife and Tomas gave it. They would do anything
for him afterwards. While he was in prison in
England the police kept his gun and sword pol-
ished and in good order for him until he came
home.

•    •    •

Up to forty-one Volunteers and approximately sev-
enty-five members of the RIC were engaged in the
action. Two Volunteers were killed and five slightly
wounded, eight policemen were killed and up to
fifteen wounded, a number of whom died of their
wounds within a week or two of the action. 

TThhoommaass  AAsshhee was court-martialled for his
involvement in the Rising. The death sentence
imposed on him was commuted to penal servitude
for life. He was released on 17 June 1917 but 
rearrested for a seditious speech made in
Granard, Co Longford in August of the same year
and sentenced to two years. He died in Mountjoy
Jail on 25 September 1917 as a result of being
forcibly fed while on hunger strike.

RRiicchhaarrdd  MMuullccaahhyy was also imprisoned for his
role in the Rising. On release he was to become
Deputy Chief of Staff of the Volunteers before
becoming Chief of Staff of the Irish Republican
Army. He was appointed Minister for Defence on
10 January 1922 and succeeded General Michael
Collins as Commander-in-Chief of the army on 22
August 1922. He remained as Minister for Defence
until March 1924.

DDrr  RRiicchhaarrdd  HHaayyeess was sentenced to 20 years for
his part in the Rising. He was returned as TD for
East Limerick in the first Dáil Éireann.■

James O’Connor, a Volunteer involved in the engage-
ment describes the ‘after action’ account in his
statement (BMH WS 142):

The Battn. then proceeded back to camp where
we had a good meal of meat, bread and tea. We
were then issued with one of the rifles belonging
to the RIC and 50 rounds of .303. We were all in
good humour and spirits after our victory at
Ashbourne. We now had plenty of rifles and
ammunition and plenty of good food. 

A rumour spread around camp that evening
that the British Cavalry were coming and that
night we moved to a new camp at ‘New Barn’
near Kilsallaghan. It was dark when we got there
and we lay that night in the sheds on straw.
Strong guards were mounted on the camp. 

Saturday morning found everybody in good
spirits and looking forward to further action.
About 2pm on that date Ashe told us that it was
all over, that they had surrendered in Dublin and
that it would be ridiculous for us to hold out. He
seemed very disappointed and naturally we were
very disappointed too. He told me to go home
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S
unday, 30th April 1916, was our seventh day
in the Distillery, Marrowbone Lane, one of
the outposts of Fourth Battalion, which
had been occupied by A Coy, under the

captaincy of Seamus O’Murcada on the Easter
Monday, at noon. Bullets were flying as we
entered, and fierce fighting had continued dur-
ing the week. But today was a day of peace.

About 12 o’clock a girl whispered, “the
Captain is addressing the men.” We looked
down. Before our eyes in the courtyard the
whole garrison was lined up and Captain
O’Murcada was reading a dispatch which he
had just received from the Commandant. It
told crisply of the week’s endurance and the
fight in the South Dublin Union; of losses and
gains; how they had now cleared the British
out; and were full of courage to fight on.

About four o’clock a girl passing the door
called quietly: “There is a friar below, talking
to the Captain.” At the moment I was sitting
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By Lily M O’Brennan

This article first appeared 
in An Cosantóir in June 1947. 
In her book 
No Ordinary Women, 
published by The O’Brien Press, 
Sinéad McCoole writes that 
Lily O’Brennan was born in 1878
and joined Cumann na mBan in
1914. Her sister Áine was married
to Eamonn Ceannt. She was a
member of the Marrowbone Lane
garrison during the Rising. In 1918
she became the first paid secretary
of Cumann na mBan. In 1921 she
was a secretary to the Treaty 
delegation in London. She took the
Anti-Treaty side during the Civil
War and was interned. 
A writer and founder member 
of the Catholic Writers’ Guild, 
she died in May 1948.

Comdt Liam Campbell

We Surrender
Main pic:
Patrick Pearse with
Elizabeth O’Farrell
(standing to the right of
Pearse), surrendering
to General Lowe.

Inset:
Lily O’Brennan seated
(left) with the treaty
delegation.



“We are surrender-
ing,” he said. “The
Commandant is
waiting outside for
us, but you are all
to go home.” He
turned to lead his
men out but not
before Rose and
Marcella at once
said: “We will sur-
render with you,”
and the girls cried
out: “We came out
with you. We sur-
render with you.”

They were unshaven. Many were capless, and their
faces bore the strain of the week’s hard fight in the
South Dublin Union. They still held their guns on
shoulder, but at the word of “Disarm” from their
Commandant, laid them down.

Hardly had the men laid down arms when a mili-
tary wagon swept up and literally swallowed them. It
seemed to come and go in a second. Then the men
were told to empty their pockets. At their feet lay all
the little items so precious to the individuals – let-
ters, odds and ends. During this period we were left
unnoticed, but, as soon as Commandant Ceannt
brought his men into line, and was marching past us,
a British officer ordered us to “fall in.” Then

on my sack putting the finishing touches to my diary,
but at once joined the group. Looking down I saw the
stately figure of that distinguished Capuchin, Rev Fr
Augustine. With him, in evident serious conversation
with Captain Seamus O’Murcada, was Commandant
Thomas MacDonagh. We chatted among ourselves,
and wondered what it all meant, and why
Commandant MacDonagh was so far away from his
command in Jacob’s Factory.

When we turned to watch them again, Rev Fr
Augustine and party were gone and there stood our
own Commandant, Eamonn Ceannt, speaking with
Captain O’Murcada. A restlessness was stirring in
the courtyard. Men were gathering together, and as if
wirelessed, like a flash, the news was revealed.

The GPO had been evacuated and the City was in
flames. Pearse had surrendered, but Thomas
MacDonagh had refused to surrender until he con-
sulted with his fellow Commandant of the South
side. Both now had agreed to the surrender. Already
we were amongst the group below, and girls were
running hither and thither looking for news. One said,
“Full amnesty”; another “No executions, no impris-
onments,” still others “Imprisonment’s only for lead-
ers.” Some of the men wept, but the girls were too
dumbfounded.

I went over to the Commandant, and asked, “What
is it?” I noticed that he had no cap and his uniform
was torn. There was strain on his fine composed
face. For answer he handed me a message. “Go
home and give this to Áine,” he said.

In extraordinary moments speech often takes a
pointless and purposeless turn. I said: “What shall I
do with my bicycle?” “Take it with you” he said “and
go home.” Captain O’Murcada came over to speak to
him, and I rejoined the women. I heard Captain
O’Murcada speaking to Rose Macnamara and
Marcella Cosgrave – our leaders.

“We are surrendering,” he said. “The
Commandant is waiting outside for us, but you are all
to go home.” He turned to lead his men out but not
before Rose and Marcella at once said: “We will sur-
render with you,” and the girls cried out: “We came
out with you. We surrender with you.”

Already the wide doors of the Distillery were
open, and the Captain and his men had passed out.
We were out at last, and marching quickly, were soon
in line with Fourth Battalion. I found it very hard to
keep in step owing to my bicycle, especially as the
Volunteers were on quick march. We were passing
down Cork Street, and folks were outside their doors,
watching us silently. I saw an open door and people
standing near it. I rushed from the ranks, threw the
bicycle into the hall, saying, “mind that for me,”
unaware of them or the house, but I was rid of the
bicycle, back in the ranks and able to keep step.

The quick march continued until we turned into
Bride Road, at the end of which was a cordon of sol-
diers. They opened rank to admit the Commandant
and his men, but closed as we approached. Above
the jeers of the women gathered on the street, Rose
Macnamara’s clear voice rang out: “We are with the
men. We are surrendering.” Immediately the cordon
opened and we passed thro. At the entrance to
Patrick’s Park, we were halted, and away to our left
we saw the Commandant and Fourth Battalion. All
was silence.

Commandant Ceannt was now drilling his men
into single file. We looked down the line of men, many
of whom we knew so well, but now barely recognised.
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Above (top):
Eamonn Ceannt.

Centre:
A group of prisoners in
Stafford Jail, England, 1916.

Right:
A young volunteer, Rose
McNamara, in the Cumann
na mBan uniform.



Commandant Thomas MacDonagh at the head of
Third Battalion wheeled in behind us.

Barely had we turned the corner, facing in the
direction of Christchurch, when soldiers, like drag-
on’s teeth, sprang up each side of us. They carried
fixed bayonets and marched two to the right and two
to the left of us – a soldier for each one on that
Surrender march. We were marching on
Christchurch. Cavalry held the breast of the hill, and
at the side streets on the subsequent route I noticed
soldiers on guard. We were passing by St Catherine’s
Church, where Robert Emmett had so gallantly faced
the gallows, and were in Thomas Street, so full of ’98
legends.

We were now passing St James’s Catholic
Church where, it seemed only a few years ago, on a
lovely June morning, Eamonn Ceannt had had his
Gaelic Wedding. All along the route, thro’ silent
streets we marched – doors closed; no faces visible
at windows; no voice to hearten the men on this their
parade of defeat. We were nearing the South Dublin
Union. Only a few hours ago the British Officer tak-
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Third Battalion. Soon the Volunteers were out of
sight and all was silent and dark around us. Someone
called for water and the sergeant brought us a buck-
etfull. We all had a drink for our throats were dry as
dust. Then coming towards us from the far end of the
barracks we heard the sound of marching men. As
they approached and quickly passed us in silence we
recognised in the dim dusk our own volunteers. They
were going to the cattle boats at the North Wall for
deportation. 

The sergeant came over to us. “I’ll take you, girls
to the married quarters for the night” he said, “they
are the most comfortable. Follow me.” Across the
Barrack Square we followed him in the darkness. The
strain was over. We were tired, and possibly hungry.
We had had nothing to eat since 6am that morning.
There was need now to keep our heads erect; they
hung, as our hearts drooped. So ended Sunday, 30th
April 1916. I don’t think we remembered even that it
was May Eve.■

ing over the Surrender, and addressing Commandant
Ceannt had said: “And now will you get ALL your
men together?” “They are here”, he replied. The offi-
cer looked at the men lined up before Commandant
Ceannt and said: “You don’t mean that you held all
those buildings with forty men?” The Commandant
quietly interposed: “Forty-two.”

We were descending Mount Brown Hill and were
coming into old Kilmainham. Across the road on our
left were soldiers on guard; on our right loomed the
grim, grey, forbidding walls of Kilmainham gaol. We
were mounting Richmond Hill and were now on its
crest. As we entered the barracks, a sergeant
stepped forward and ordered us to stand aside and

“You don’t mean
that you held all
those buildings 
with forty men?” 
The Commandant
quietly interposed: 
“Forty-two.”

Only a few hours ago
the British Officer tak-
ing over the Surrender,
and addressing
Commandant Ceannt
had said: “And now
will you get ALL your
men together?”
“They are here”, he

replied. The officer
looked at the men
lined up before
ommandant Ceannt
and said: 
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imreoirí sacair agus rugbaí bheith ina mball den
CLG. D’éirigh leo an riail sin a dhaingniú nuair a
cuireadh cosc ar lucht Arm na Breataine agus an RIC
bheith ina mball. Ón tús bhí baill den IRB ina mbaill
freisin de CLG. Dar leo ba thalamh thraenála é gur
fhéadfaí baill nua a mhealladh isteach sa ghlu-
aiseacht réabhlóideach. Ag Comhdháil a reachtáladh
i nDurlas i Samhain na bliana 1887 d’éirigh leis an
dream seo smacht a bhaint amach nuair a chaill
Maurice Davin an Uachtarántacht agus cuireadh ball
den IRB ina áit. Bhí ar an Ardeaspag Croke agus
Michael Davitt teacht i gcabhair agus d’éirigh leo an
cás seo a athrú ar ais arís. 

Is beag nár scrios an pholaitíocht an CLG don
dara uair nuair a tharla scoilt i bPáirtí Pharnell,
tuairim na bliana 1890. Go dtí seo bhí an CLG go
láidir i bhfábhar Pharnell agus ghlac siad páirt mhór
ina shocraid sa bhliain 1891. Thug na baill a bhí in
aghaidh Pharnell cúl ar an gCumann agus faoi
dheireadh 1891 bhí an eagraíocht lag i gcomparáid
leis an mbliain roimhe sin. Thóg sé deich mbliana
eile go dtí gur tháinig feabhas ar an CLG de bharr
na heachtra seo. Bhí ceacht tabhachtach fogh-
lamtha ag an CLG, sé sin, an gá a bhí ann tús áite a
thabhairt don eagraíocht seachas do chúrsaí
polaitíochta. 

Go hoifigiúil, bhí an CLG neodrach faoi chúrsaí
polaitíochta na tíre. Bhí sé seo an-tabhachtach don
chumann sa todhchaí. Suas go dtí 1916 bhí baill de
gach aicme sa CLG, daoine a lean John Redmond,
baill ó Shinn Féin agus baill den IRB. Ní mór
séanadh poiblí an CLG ag rá nach raibh páirt oifigiúil
acu in imeachtaí Éirí Amach 1916 a mheas agus an 
t-eolas seo againn.

S
na blianta deireannacha den naoú céad déag
agus sna blianta tosaigh den bhfichiú céad
tháinig roinnt eagraíochtaí nua ar an bhfód chun
oidhreacht chultúrtha na tíre a chaomhnú agus a

chur chun cinn. Chothaigh Cumann Lúthchleas Gael,
Conradh na Gaeilge agus na scríbhneoirí nua i
mBéarla agus i nGaeilge suim agus grá do chultúr
saibhir na hÉireann i measc an phobail. Cé go raibh
baill ann sna heagraíochtaí sin ar theastaigh uatha
cúrsaí polaitíochta a sheachaint, bhí baill eile ann a
chreid go raibh an dá aidhm – athbheochan cultúrtha
agus aontas na tíre – fite fuaite lena chéile. Is de
bharr an cheangail sin go n-úsáideann na staraithe
an teideal Náisiúnachas Cultúrtha agus iad ag
tagairt do na gluaiseachtaí seo. Bhí tionchar thar
chuimse ag an Náisiunachas Cultúrtha ar an bpobal
sna blianta roimh 1916. 

Cumann Lúthchleas Gael (CLG)
Ar an 1ú lá de Shamhain 1884, bhunaigh Michael
Cusack Cumann Lúthchleas Gael chun na cluichí
Gaelacha a bhí ag dul in éag a chaomhnú. Chreid sé
gur cheart d’eagraíocht Ghaelach, ní hamháin cluichí
páirce a chosaint, ach go raibh sé tábhachtach an
lúthchleasaíocht, a bhí faoi smacht ag Sasanaigh ag
an am, a chur san áireamh freisin. D’éirigh thar barr
leis an gCLG a aidhmeanna a bhaint amach. Ba ghlu-
aiseacht daonlathach é a bhí á riaradh ag Éirean-
naigh iad féin. Bhí an tArdeaspag Dr Tomás Croke,
Charles Stewart Parnell agus Michael Davitt ina
bpátrúin ar an gCumann nua seo. Bhí sé soiléir ón
tús go raibh an pholaitíocht fite fuaite sa CLG agus
go raibh mórán de na baill sna Finíní.

Sa bhliain 1886 socraíodh go gcuirfí cosc ar

An Náisiúnachas
Cultúrtha

Le Col Diarmuid Ó Mórdha

Fórsaí móra náisiúnta ba iad
na heagraíochtaí Gaelacha
mar Chonradh na Gaeilge,
Athbheochan Litríocht an
Bhéarla in Éireann, agus an
Cumann Lúthchleas Gael sna
blianta roimh Éirí Amach
1916. Déanann an Cor
Diarmuid Ó Mórdha cur síos
ar an tréimhse luaithe i saol
na n-eagraíochtaí seo.
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aiseachta seo faoi Éirinn trí mhéan an Bhéarla. Ba
iad an file W.B. Yeats agus an drámadóir John
Millington Synge na scríobhneoirí is mó cáil a bhí
ann. Cé gur cumadh filíocht agus prós faoi Éirinn i
mBéarla , dhírigh an ghluaiseacht seo a n-aire ar an
amharclann, ach go h-áirithe. Bhunaigh Yeats, Lady
Augusta Gregory - beirt Phrotastúnach - agus Tiarna
Talún Caitiliceach Edward Martyn Amharclann
Liteartha na hÉireann sa bhliain 1898.
Ba í aidhm na hamharclainne nua ná drámaí a léiriú a
bhain le hábhair Ghaelacha. Ba é an chéad dráma a
léiríodh ná dráma Yeats ‘The Countess Cathleen’. Sa
chéad dráma eile ‘Cathleen Ní Houlihan’ bhí an
príomh ról ag Maud Gonne, a raibh Yeats i ngrá leí.
Dráma é seo a bhí suite i gCo Mhaigh Eo i lár Éirí
Amach 1798. léiríodh Éire mar bhean álainn a
mbeadh fir óga lán toilteanach bás a fháil ar a son. Is
ag tagairt don dráma seo a bhí Yeats nuair a scríobh
sé tar éis Éirí Amach 1916 :

‘Did that play of mine send out 
Certain men the English shot?’

Sa bhliain 1904, d’éirigh leis an gCumann áras buan
a fháil ar Shráid na Mainistreach, i mBaile Átha

Cliath, buíochas le bean shaibhir
Shasanach Annie Horniman. 

An dramadóir is cumasaí sna
blianta tosaigh a scríobh don
Amharclann seo ná John
Millington Synge. Tharla raic san
Amharclann nuair a chéad-
léiríodh an dráma is cailiúla dá
chuid ‘The Playboy of the
Western World’ sa bhliain 1907.
Sa dráma ceapann an laoch
Christy Mahon gur dhún-
mharaigh sé a athair agus cáin-
tear sa dráma cúng-aigeantacht
na ndaoine faoin tuath ag an am.
Bhí uafás ar náisiúnaigh de
bharr an ‘mhasla’ seo. Le linn an
ruaille buaille tháinig Yeats
amach ar an stáitse ag tabhairt

tacaíochta don dráma. Cháin sé iad siúd a bhí ag léir-
siú agus dhein sé éileamh cearta saoirse labhartha
in ealaíon na scríbhneoireachta.

Dar le roinnt náisiunaithe ba chóir go mbeadh
páirt mhór bholscaireachta ar son na hÉireann ag
baint leis an scríbhneoireacht - ag moladh na tíre
seo, ag caitheamh anuas ar Shasana agus ar ndóigh
ag léiriú tacaíochta ar son neamhspleáchas polaitiúil.
Cosúil leis an gCLG agus Conradh na Gaeilge bhí
náisiúnaithe mór le rá ina mbaill den ghluaiseacht
liteartha agus a raibh tionchar acu ar imeachtaí 1916.
Daoine cosúil le Maud Gonne , a bhí chun cinn i
gCumann na mBan agus an t-aisteoir ó Amharclann
na Mainistreach Seán Connolly a fuair bás le linn
ionsaí ar Chaisleán BÁC ar Luan Cásca 1916. 

Conclúid
Fórsaí móra náisiúnta ba ea Cumann Lúthchleas
Gael, Conradh na Gaeilge agus Athbheochan
Litríocht an Bhéarla in Éirinn sna blianta roimh Éirí
Amach 1916. Cothaíodh féin-mheas, féin-mhuinín
agus féin–aitheantas i muintir na hÉireann de tho-
radh na ngluaiseachtaí seo. Bhí daoine ann a bhí ina
mball ar níos mó ná cumann amháin díobh siúd agus
a bhí ina mball freisin de na Fíníní, de Sinn Féin agus
de na hÓglaigh. Bhí tionchar mór ag na gluaiseachtaí
éagsúla seo ar a chéile. As an suathadh seo go léir,
ar ndóigh, a lasadh tinte móra na Cásca in 1916.■

Conradh na Gaeilge
Ba ar an 31 Iúil 1893, i mBaile Átha Cliath, a bunaíodh
Conradh na Gaeilge. Ba é Dubhghlas de hÍde a leag an
dúshraith intleachtúil don Chonradh sa léacht ‘The
necessity for De-Anglicising Ireland’. Chuaigh an
léacht seo i bhfeidhm go mór ar Eoin Mac Néill agus ba
eisean a chuir amach an litir ag tabhairt cuiridh do
dhaoine freastal ar an gcéad chruinniú. An aidhm a
chuir an eagraíocht nua roimhe féin ná an Ghaeilge a
láidriú trí labhairt agus trí scríobh agus úsáid na Gaeilge
a chaomhnú agus a leathnú oiread agus ab fhéidir.

Bhi tábhacht ollmhór le Conradh na Gaeilge in
athmhúscailt an náisiúin. Tháinig bunú an Chonartha
go tráthúil nuair a bhí sprid mhuintir na hÉireann in
ísle brí tar éis bháis Pharnell agus de bharr an
easaontais idir lucht polaitíochta a lean é. Bhí bearna
sa saol poiblí agus bhí an Conradh ann anois chun
aigne daoine a dhíriú ar aidhm nua neamh-pholaitiúil,
aidhm a bhí snaidhme go dlúth le préamhacha an
náisiúin – slánú teanga na Gaeilge. 

D’éirigh le Conradh na Gaeilge cuid mhór a chur i
gcrích. Baineadh ionad amach don Ghaeilge sa
chóras oideachais, foilsíodh ana chuid leabhair
Ghaeilge agus leabhair de theagasc na Gaeilge.
Múineadh Gaeilge do na
céadta mílte daoine.
Osclaíodh coláistí chun
múinteoirí Gaeilge a oiliúint.
Cruthaíodh Nua Litríocht sa
Ghaeilge. Cinntíodh go
mbeadh daoine in ann ainm-
neacha Gaeilge agus seoltaí
as Gaeilge a úsáid go 
h-oifigiúil. Bunaíodh an 
t-Oireachtas. Cuireadh déan-
túsaíocht na hÉireann chun
cinn. Ba de thoradh brú agus
feachtas ag Conradh na
Gaeilge a tugadh aitheantas
do ‘Lá ‘le Pádraig’, an 17ú lá
Márta, mar Fhéile Náisiúnta
agus mar lá saoire don
phobal sa bhliain 1903.

Faoi thús an chéid bhí a pháipéar féin ag an
gConradh, an Claidheamh Soluis. Thosaigh ré úr do
nuachtán an Chonartha i 1903 nuair a ceapadh
Pádraig Mac Piarais ina eagarthóir. Bhí spéis faoi
leith ag an bPiarsach i gcúrsaí oideachais. Ba de
bharr na haiste ‘The North Began’ le hEoin Mac
Néill, duine de Leas-Uachtaráin an Chonartha, a foil-
síodh sa Claidheamh Soluis, i Samhain 1913, a
beartaíodh ar Óglaigh na hÉireann a bhunú. 

Bhí an buacphointe bainte amach ag an gConradh
faoin am seo ámh. Bhíodh teannas taobh istigh den
Chonradh faoi cheisteanna éagsúla agus go háirithe
faoi cheist na polaitíochta. Tháinig sé seo chun cinn
ag Ard Fheis an Chonartha i nDún Dealgan sa 
bhliain 1915. Rith toscairí rún ag moladh go gcuirfí leis
an mBunreacht an abairt gur chuspóir de chuid an
Chonartha ‘náisiún Éireannach saor’. Bhí an
tUactarán de hÍde naimhdeach don rún mar gheall ar
an mbrí polaitiúil a bhainfí as an bhfocal ‘saor’.
D’éirigh sé as mar Uachtarán. Ba bhaill den Chonradh
seisear den seachtar a shínigh Forógra na Poblachta i
1916 agus baill den Choiste Gnó ceathrar acu.

Athbheochan Litríocht an
Bhéarla in Éirinn
Chomh maith leis an CLG agus Conradh na Gaeilge
bhí gluaiseacht cultúrtha eile ann, Athbheochana
Litríocht an Bhéarla in Éirinn. Scríobh lucht na glu-

Thuas: Michael Cusack

Ar dheis: WB Yeats.

Thíos: Dubhghlas de hÍde.
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Patrick Pearse 1879-1916
Born 10 November 1879 in Dublin, Patrick
Henry Pearse was educated in CBS
Westland Row, UCD and King’s Inns. His
mother came from County Meath and his
father was an English sculptor. Pearse
joined the Gaelic League in 1895 and was
editor of its official weekly An
Claidheamh Soluis (The Sword of Light)
from 1903 until 1909. His wish to see chil-
dren provided with a distinctively Irish
education led him to founding Scoil Eanna
(St Enda’s College) in 1908, initially at
Cullenswood House and later in
Rathfarnham. In 1912 he edited An Barr
Buadh (The Trumpet of Victory), an 
all-Irish insurrectionist weekly, and a call
to arms to the young men of Ireland. 
In November 1913 he joined the Irish
Volunteers and in December 1913 he
joined the Irish Republican Brotherhood.

In 1915 he was one of a number who
formed a military council to plan the insur-
rection. On 1 August 1915 he delivered the
funeral oration in Irish and English at the
grave of the old Fenian, Jeremiah
O’Donovan Rossa, in Glasnevin cemetery.

Pearse was Commander-in-Chief of the
Volunteers during the Easter Rising and

Chairman of the Provisional Government of
the proclaimed Irish Republic. He estab-
lished his headquarters in the GPO, outside
which he read the Proclamation of the
Republic.

He surrendered on behalf of the insur-
gents at 3.30pm on Saturday 29 April 1916 to
Brigadier General Lowe in Parnell Street.
He was executed on 3 May 1916.

William Pearse 1881-1916
Born 15 November 1881 in Dublin, William,
the younger brother of Patrick Pearse, was
educated in CBS Westland Row and worked
for some time in his father’s stonework busi-
ness. He became a fine sculptor, obtaining a
distinction in the Metropolitan School of
Art, Dublin, and studying in Paris. He
became a member of the executive commit-
tee of the Wolfe Tone and United Irishmen
Memorial Committee (in 1898). He joined the
Irish Volunteers and was involved in the
foundation of St Enda’s College. He was a
talented actor and appeared in many pro-
ductions at the Irish Theatre in Hardwicke
Street. He served as a captain in the GPO
garrison during the Rising and was executed
on 4 May 1916.

James Connolly 1868-1916
Born in Edinburgh of a county Monaghan
father, James Connolly was self-educated.
He joined the British army and served
some time in Ireland. He deserted at the
age of twenty-one and returned to
Edinburgh where he married. He came
under the influence of the Scottish social-
ist John Leslie and went to Dublin as an
organiser for the Dublin Socialist Society.

After founding the Irish Socialist
Republican Party and The Workers’
Republic (1898-1899) he emigrated to the
United States of America in 1903 where he
immersed himself in American socialism.
He founded the Irish Socialist Federation
and another newspaperThe Harp. He
returned to Dublin in 1910 and was given a
position in the Socialist Party of Ireland. In
June 1911 he became organiser for the
Irish Transport and General Worker’s Union
and co-founded the Labour Party in 1912.
He was active during the Dublin Lock-Out
in 1913 and became active in the workers’
defence forces, the Irish Citizen Army.

When James Larkin went to the USA
Connolly became acting general secretary
of the ITGWU. He also took command of
the Irish Citizen Army and he prepared it

EXE
In all, 16 men were executed as a result of 
the events surrounding the Easter Rising. 
These included the seven signatories to 
the Proclamation of Independence. 
Military Archives gives us a brief biopic 
of each of those executed.

Patrick Pearse James ConnolyWilliam Pearse



on military lines with its headquarters in
Liberty Hall.  He served as a commandant
in the GPO during the Rising and was
wounded on two occasions during the
fighting. He was executed on 12 May 1916. 

Thomas James Clarke 1857-1916  
Born on the Isle of Wight, Thomas Clarke’s
father, who served in the British army, came
from Leitrim and his mother from Tipperary.
His early life was spent in Dungannon,
County Tyrone. He became a member of the
IRB before emigrating to the United States
in 1880, where he joined Clan na Gael.

Returning to England he was arrested
in 1883 on a dynamiting mission and sen-
tenced to life imprisonment. While in
prison his health deteriorated and he was
released in 1898. Returning to the USA he
resumed his Clan na Gael activities, work-
ing on the Gaelic American with John
Devoy. Clarke became a naturalised US
citizen in 1905 and returned to Ireland in
1907 where he set up a tobacconist shop at
75a Parnell Street in Dublin.

He was elected to the Supreme Council
of the IRB, becoming treasurer and advoc-
ated the establishment of a military council

to plan an insurrection. As the senior mem-
ber of the Provisional Government of the
Irish Republic declared on Easter Monday
1916 he was the first signatory to the
Proclamation of Independence. He was
based in the GPO during Easter week and
was executed on 3 May 1916.

Seán MacDiarmada 1884 -1916 
Born in Corramore, Kiltyclogher, County
Leitrim, Seán MacDiarmada had little for-
mal education and emigrated to Scotland as
a youth, working in Glasgow as a gardener
and later as a tram conductor. He moved to
Belfast where he became involved with the
Ancient Order of Hibernians. He became an
organiser for the Dungannon Clubs and
joined the IRB in 1906, where he was
appointed a fulltime organiser in 1908.

MacDiarmada was co-founder of Irish
Freedom, which he edited for a short time
and was a founder member of the Irish
Volunteers in 1913. He was imprisoned
under the Defence of the Realm Act in 1915
and on his release he was co-opted onto
the secret military council.

He was a member of the Provisional
Government of the Irish Republic declared

on Easter Monday and was based in the
GPO. He was executed on 12 May 1916.

Joseph Mary Plunkett 1887-1916 
Born in Dublin, the son of George Noble,
Count Plunkett, Joseph Plunkett was edu-
cated at Belvedere, Stoneyhurst, and UCD.
He spent a great deal of time abroad in
Sicily, Malta and Algeria on account of ill
health. He became editor ofThe Irish Review
in 1911 on his return to Dublin. A member of
the IRB, he joined the Irish Volunteers and
was appointed Director of Operations. He
was a member of the military council that
prepared the plans for the Rising in 1916.

Plunkett went to Germany in April 1915 to
assist Sir Roger Casement in securing aid
for the Rising. Some aid was committed and
sent on the Aud in April 1916. Shortly before
the Rising Plunkett underwent surgery but
left the convalescent home to take his place
in the GPO. He was a member of the
Provisional Government formed by Pearse
and a signatory of the Proclamation of
Independence. He married his fiancée,
Grace Gifford, the sister of Mrs Thomas
MacDonagh, on the eve of his execution. 
He was executed on 4 May 1916. 
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Eamonn Ceannt 1881-1916
Born on 21 September 1881 in Ballymore,
County Galway, where his father had been a
member of the RIC, Eamonn Ceannt was
educated at North Richmond Street CBS,
Dublin, and UCD. He worked as a clerk in
the Treasury Department of Dublin
Corporation and joined the Gaelic League
in 1900. He founded the Dublin Pipers Club
and in 1911 played the uileann pipes in a pri-
vate audience with Pope Pius X.

Ceannt joined Sinn Féin in 1908 and was
inducted into the IRB in 1913, becoming a
member of the supreme council in 1915. He
was a founder member of the Irish
Volunteers and assisted in the Howth gun-
running. He was one of the seven signato-
ries of the Proclamation and commanded
the South Dublin Union garrison in Easter
week. He was executed on 8 May 1916.

Thomas MacDonagh 1878-1916
Born in Cloughjordan, County Tipperary,
Thomas MacDonagh was educated at
Rockwell College and taught in St Kieran’s
College, Kilkenny, between 1901 and 1903.
He joined the Gaelic League before moving
to Fermoy where he taught in St Colman’s
College from 1903 to 1908. He became a
founder member of the Association of
Secondary Teachers, Ireland.

He moved to Dublin in 1908 where he
taught at St Enda’s while completing his BA
in 1910 and his MA in 1911, after which he
became a lecturer in the English Department
in UCD.

MacDonagh was co-editor with Joseph
Mary Plunkett of The Irish Review. He was a
founder member of the Irish Volunteers and
was appointed Director of Training and
organiser of the march to Howth in July
1914 for the collection of guns from the
Asgard. He also organised the funeral of
O’Donovan Rossa. He joined the Irish
Republican Brotherhood in September 1915
and became a member of the military coun-

cil responsible for the planning of the Easter
Rising. He was officer commanding the gar-
rison at Jacobs’s factory and was executed
on 3 May 1916.

Edward Daly 1891-1916
Born in Limerick and educated in the CBS,
Edward (Ned) Daly’s father and uncle were
both prominent members of the IRB and his
sister was married to Thomas Clarke. He
joined the Irish Volunteers and commanded
the Four Courts garrison during the Easter
Rising. He was the youngest of the com-
mandants during the Rising and was execut-
ed on 4 May 1916.

Con Colbert 1896-1916
Born near Newcastle West, County
Limerick, Con Colbert was educated in
Athea National School and CBS. He worked
as a clerk at Limerick railway station and
later in the office of Kennedy’s Bakery,
Dublin. He was one of the first members of
Fianna Éireann, a junior section of the
Volunteers, and later joined the Volunteers.
He acted as bodyguard to Thomas Clarke in
the weeks preceding the Easter Rising. He
fought with the Volunteers at Marrowbone
Lane during the Rising and was executed on
8 May 1916, the youngest of those executed
at 19 years of age. 

Major John McBride 1865-1916
Born in Westport, County Mayo, John
McBride joined the IRB in the 1880s. He
later joined the Celtic Literary Society in
Dublin. He emigrated to South Africa where
he became assayer for the Rand Mining
Corporation. He organised an Irish Brigade
in sympathy with the Boers during the Boer
War. He returned home and unsuccessfully
contested an election in South Mayo. He
married Maud Gonne in 1903.

He became Vice–President of Cumann na
nGaedheal and a member of the revitalised

IRB, where he served on the Supreme
Council. He was active at Jacob’s factory
during Easter Week under Thomas
MacDonagh. He was executed on 5 May 1916.

Seán Heuston 1891-1916
Born in Dublin and educated in the CBS,
Seán Heuston worked in Limerick as a rail-
way clerk in 1908 and was involved in the
organisation of Fianna Éireann. Returning to
Dublin in 1913 he became a founder-member
of the Irish Volunteers. Appointed a captain
in the Volunteers he commanded the garri-
son in the Mendicity Institute during the
Rising. He was executed on 8 May 1916.

Michael Mallin 1880-1916  
Born in Dublin and educated locally,
Michael Mallin spent some years in the
British army stationed in India. Returning to
Ireland he joined the Irish Citizen Army and
was appointed Chief of Staff. He was
officser commanding the Citizen Army in
the St Stephen’s Green area during the
Rising and was executed on 8 May 1916.

Michael O’Hanrahan 1877-1916
Born in New Ross, County Wexford, in 1877,
the son of a Fenian, Michael O’Hanrahan
was an enthusiastic worker for the Irish lan-
guage from his youth. Educated in CBS and
Carlow College, he was a member of the
Gaelic League, and joined the Volunteers on
their foundation. He was appointed
Quartermaster General of the force and was
second-in-command to Thomas MacDonagh
in Jacob’s factory during the Rising. He was
executed on 4 May 1916.

Thomas Kent 1865-1916
Born at Bawnard House, Fermoy, County
Cork to a family of strong nationalist tradi-
tion, Thomas Kent was educated locally. He
joined the Irish Volunteers and was to
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become a leading member of the Volunteer
Executive in Cork, along with his brothers
Richard, David and William.

He was on the run during the Rising and
on his return home his house was surround-
ed on 1 May by military and police in an
attempt to arrest the entire family. In the
engagement that followed one RIC consta-
ble was killed and members of the military
were wounded. David Kent was wounded
and the family surrendered. Richard Kent
was killed in an attempt to escape. Thomas
and William were tried by court martial and
the latter was acquitted. Thomas Kent was
executed on 9 May 1916.

His remains lie in the grounds of the
Military Detention Barracks , Cork.

Sir Roger Casement 1864-1916
Born in Sandycove, County Dublin, on 1
September 1864 and raised in Ballycastle,
County Antrim, Roger Casement was edu-
cated in Ballymena Academy. He entered
the British Civil Service in 1892 where he
gained an international reputation as a
humanitarian for his reports on atrocities
committed by European employers in the
Belgian Congo and later in Putamayo, South
America. He was awarded a knighthood and
retired from the civil service in 1913.

Casement joined the Gaelic League
and the Irish Volunteers in 1913. He trav-
elled to the US in 1914 and to Germany in
October of the same year in an attempt to
raise an Irish Brigade from among Irish
prisoners of war. He returned to Ireland on
board a U- boat and landed on Banna
strand in County Kerry on 20 April 1916
where he was arrested and taken to Dublin
Castle and later to London. He was
charged with high treason, convicted and
sentenced to death. He was hanged in
Pentonville Jail on 3 August 1916. His
remains were re-interred in Glasnevin
cemetery, Dublin in 1965.
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rrible beauty is born.” William Butler Yeats
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General Lowe and agreed the unconditional surrender
of the insurgents.

Pearse was immediately transferred to the building
that currently houses Defence Forces Headquarters in
Parkgate, where General Maxwell, the overall com-
mander of British forces, insisted that he sign a formal
surrender. Copies of this were then given to Elizabeth
Farrell to distribute to the insurgent garrisons through-
out the city.

As they surrendered there were mixed reactions
from the population of Dublin. While there was a lot of
hostility, particularly towards the College of Surgeons
garrison who had to be protected by their British Army
captors, there was also a substantial amount of sym-
pathy displayed towards them in places like the South
Dublin Union and Boland’s Bakery.

Many Dubliners had relations fighting with the
British Army in the trenches in Flanders and they saw
the actions of the insurgents as betraying these sol-
diers. Also there was understandable anger at the
widespread destruction that the rising had brought on
the city. However, others were more sympathetic to the
insurgents. Many admired the bravery of the poorly
armed insurgents in managing to hold out for so long
against such superior force. There was also a feeling
that they had fought a ‘clean fight’ and had shown con-
cern for the civilian population throughout the week.

This mixed response, however, was to change 
dramatically in reaction to the unfolding of events in
the aftermath of the surrender. Martial law had been
declared on April 25 and General Maxwell was deter-
mined that the leaders of the revolt would be quickly
brought to book and receive the ultimate penalty.
Acting swiftly he ordered a nationwide sweep by the
police and army to round up all of those involved in the
rising and their supporters. In total 3,430 men and 79
women were arrested and 1,841 of these were subse-
quently sent to England and Wales for internment.

In a series of courts martial of the perceived lead-
ers 90 men and one woman, Countess Markievicz, were
found guilty and sentenced to death. General Maxwell
confirmed 15 of the sentences, with the remainder

By late evening on April 28th the situation for the
insurgents was becoming untenable throughout
the city. With the GPO on fire and badly damaged,
the garrison, including Pearse and the wounded

Connolly, had evacuated to a shop in Moore Street.
The next day the majority of the leadership

expressed their belief that they must surrender in order
to save the lives of their men and innocent civilians and
to prevent further destruction to the city in a conflict
they could not win. Pearse accepted their view.

In the early afternoon Nurse Elizabeth Farrell, who
had been tending the wounded in the GPO during the
week, emerged from the rebel headquarters under a
white flag of truce to tell the British forces the insur-
gent leadership were ready to discuss surrender terms.
She was sent back with word from General Lowe that
he would accept nothing short of an unconditional sur-
render.

At 2.30 in the afternoon Pearse, accompanied by
Farrell, came out to Henry Street where he met with
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The Aftermath

While at the time it must have seemed to
many that the failure of the Rising and
the surrender of the insurgents after a
week of heavy fighting marked the end
of an extraordinary event, with hindsight
it can be seen that in fact it was just the
beginning. The handling of the aftermath
of the Rising by the British authorities
had an unforeseen affect on the Irish
public. Terry McLaughlin takes a look at
these events.

Right (top)
Voluteer James O’Connor under
armed escort.

Right (centre):
Volunteer prisoners in Richmond
Bks.

Below:
The O’Rahilly’s burnt-out car in
Sackville Street, Dublin pho-
tographed after the Rising.



being commuted to life imprisonment or penal 
servitude.

Patrick Pearse, Thomas Clarke and Thomas
MacDonagh, were the first to face the firing squad on
May 3rd. The next day Joseph Plunkett, Ned Daly, Willie
Pearse and Michael O’Hanrahan followed their com-
rades. Major John MacBride was shot the following
morning, May 5.

After a brief delay the executions began again on
May 8th with Eamonn Ceannt, Michael Mallin, Con
Colbert (the youngest of those executed at 19 years of
age) and Seán Heuston  facing the firing squad in
Kilmainham.

The next day Thomas Kent was executed in Cork.
Although he had played no direct part in the rising he
was sentenced to death by court martial following a
shoot-out with the RIC in which Thomas’s brother
Richard and an RIC man were killed.

Three days later on May 12, Seán Mac Diarmada
and James Connolly faced the firing squad, the latter
tied to a chair as he was unable to stand due to the
wounds he had received during the fighting.

Almost three months later Roger Casement
became the 16th man to be executed when he was
hanged in Pentonville Prison in London on August 3
following his conviction for treason.

The executions had a radical effect on public opin-
ion in Ireland. As the executions continued the authori-
ties reported the hardening of support for the insur-
gents, evidenced in such things as the growth of
memorial Masses for the executed insurgents and the
proliferation of photographs of them. Songs and bal-
lads celebrating the insurgents’ actions were appear-
ing and republican flags and rebel slogans were also
becoming prominent.

Of greater concern to the government, however, was
that recruitment to the British army had diminished to a
trickle at a time that the Great War was demanding ever-
greater commitments of manpower. On the security
front there was a rise in arms thefts and a noticeable
hardening of attitudes towards the RIC.

Politically, the greatest beneficiary of the rising was
the small Sinn Féin party founded by Arthur Griffith.
Erroneously the party had been associated with the
rising as it was the best-known, openly anti-English,
nationalist movement in Dublin. The media and the
British authorities to a certain extent contributed to
this misconception through their references to the
insurgents and their supporters as ‘Sinn Féiners’. As a
consequence the party became a focus around which
diverse nationalist groups could come together.

Throughout the remainder of 1916 and 1917 the party
reorganised and galvanised the rapidly growing anti-
British sentiment that had been fed by the executions,
the deportations and internment, and the maintenance
of martial law until November 1916, seven months after
the rising had been put down. In October 1917, Éamon
deValera, whose death sentence had been commuted,
was elected as the new leader of the party.

Further support came to Sinn Féin due to the
party’s very strong stance against the introduction of
conscription in Ireland. In December 1918 the party
had its first chance to fight a general election. It was a
landslide for Sinn Féin, increasing its seats from six to
73, mainly at the expense of the Irish Parliamentary
Party, which saw its representation collapse from 68 to
seven.

Many of the successful Sinn Féin candidates were
arrested by the authorities who were determined to
prevent radical republicans from gaining power in
Ireland. The engine of resistance to British rule,
accelerated by the events surrounding the Easter
Rising, clicked into another gear.■
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Ireland under British dominion could never be
the Ireland that we cherish today with its outgoing
role in the world. The Defence Forces are a great
example of this. Where Irish manhood was
employed in imperial wars and imperial labour, the
Rising released us to pursue our own peaceful
goals, which we continue to do through the aegis
of the United Nations. The immediate aftermath of
the Rising and its subsequent wars was poverty
and disillusionment, no doubt, but this was merely
a fallow time of adjustment before the great
achievements that were to come.

Before the Rising the Irish people would have
accepted the limitations of Home Rule without a
qualm. Indeed, a peaceful transition to this new
and mature relationship between our islands
would have cemented a seemingly brotherly and
symbiotic relationship. But as the strong do what
they will and the weak do what they must, Ireland’s
fate would surely have been to develop as a mere
partner in a rapidly declining empire. 

Violence must always be a tool of last resort.
True, nothing seemed to come of it at first except
dominion home rule, but the Rising created a
mind-set that this state of affairs was not and
could not be enough. The Proclamation heralded
the forceful deliverance of an exalted national ide-
alism that guides us to this day.

T
imes change. Opinions change. It took only a
week after the 1916 Rising for opinions to
swing from anger to support for the Rising’s
goals. It is hardly surprising then that time and

opinion should change many times again over the
last ninety years. The Rising has come to be
viewed by many as at best unwise, and at worst
radically anti-democratic. Certainly some of the
leaders, who were often dreamers rather than
pragmatists, may have been unclear themselves
about what political path would lead them beyond
the fires of war. Yet almost in spite of themselves
they left behind, in the Proclamation of
Independence, a milestone in our development as
an independent democracy.

Times change, but the idealism of the
Proclamation remains and no amount of debate in
our own time will dilute its power. It lends us a
view of ourselves that is expansive, universal and
noble. Some believe that any form of nationalism
is mean and inward looking. However, at a time
when small nations were denied their own identity,
it sought to give space so that the thoughts of a
nation and its individuals might turn to what would
make them great. It was nothing less than a quest
for a national spirit. This when discovered was not
held selfishly but brought out into the light of a
needy world.
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The Birth 
of a Nation

Most of this magazine celebrating
90 years since the Easter Rising
has understandably dealt with
history and the events of the
time. But what relevance have
those events to the young soldier
in the Defence Forces of 2006?
Are they just a historical footnote
in Celtic Tiger Ireland or do they
still have a meaning and reality
today? Cadet Pól Ó’Donnell, 
in training with 82 Cadet Class 
in the Curragh, ends this issue
with his view…
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